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Abstract
In my master thesis, I investigated the chiral-magnetic effect in the context of holography;
I focused in especially on the impact of the chiral anomaly at transport properties and
non-equilbrium behaviour in response to an holographic quench. Concretely, I considered
an U(1)A × U(1)V-Einstein-Maxwell bottom-up model consisting of two massless gauge
fields, coupled by a Chern-Simons term in the fivedimensional AdS spacetime. The two
gauge fields provide a time dependent electric field and a static magnetic field, parallel
to it. As response of the system to quench, I investigated the electromagnetic current
in direction of the magnetic field which is generated due to the CME. In the first part
of the thesis, I characterised the initial response of the system, in a fixed Schwarzschild
AdS background, subjected to a “fast” quench. The corresponding hyperbolic PDE is
solved by means of a fully spectral code in spaces as well as in time direction. Note that
this was the first application of a fully spectral code within holography. In the case of
“fast” quenches, the system exhibits an universal scaling behaviour, independent of the
external parameters as the strength of the anomaly and the magnetic field, respectively.
The late time behaviour of the system shows, depending on the quench and external
parameters, in some cases long lived oscillations in the current. In order to determine
whether the oscillations are an anomaly driven phenomenon or an artefact of the magnetic
field, I computed the quasi-normal modes of the systems, including the backreaction of
the matter fields on the background metric. It turns out that the long lived oscillations
appear only in presence of the anomaly and can be traced back to the presence of Landau
levels in the system. The results of my master thesis were partly published in [1]; however,
the thesis contains a lot of interesting, and so far unpublished, results and can be viewed
as extended version of the paper.
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1 Introduction
Dealing with strongly coupled field theories is a challenging topic even nowadays. Quan-
tum field theories are best understood in their pertubative regime, since an expansion in
the coupling constant λ leads to significant simplifications in the calculation and makes
them at least possible, respectively. However, in general strongly coupled systems are
not accessible in the context of pertubation theory, since an expansion in terms of the
coupling constant does not fulfil the requirement λ  1 and the corresponding power
series expansion is not convergent at all. In order to tackle questions in strongly coupled
field theories, we have to go beyond the pertubative regime.
The standard approaches to calculations in the non-pertubative regime are the (func-
tional) renomalisation group, lattice field theories and the AdS/CFT correspondence.
The acronym AdS/CFT is an abbreviation for Anti-de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory,
where the former refers to a spacetime and the latter to a certain type of field the-
ory. Originally, the AdS/CFT correspondence was developed in context of string theory.
Within string theory, the connection between gauge theories and gravitational theories
is no surprise. Field theoretical degrees of freedom are captured by open strings ending
on hypersurfaces embedded in a higher dimensional spacetime, whereas the gravitational
degrees of freedom are described by closed strings. Maldacena [2] pointed out that in
certain situations the theories of closed and open strings have the same degrees of free-
doms and are therefore dynamically equivalent. This shows the deep connection between
gauge and gravitational theories, which is also present in the AdS/CFT correspondence.
InQuantum Field Theory (QFT) we know three types of symmetry breaking, namely ex-
plicit, spontaneous or anomalous. The former occurs by adding terms to the Lagrangian,
which break the symmetry. We refer to the symmetry breaking as spontaneously, if the
symmetry is respected at the level of the action, but not by the state itself. Thus, the
theory is symmetric, but the vacuum state breaks the symmetry. Anomalous symme-
try breaking “happens” during the quantisation procedure; namely, the full renormalised
theory is not invariant under a certain symmetry of the classical theory. If we consider a
process, which is based on external symmetries, anomalies will capture the core proper-
ties, which would be otherwise highly suppressed. For example, the scattering amplitude
of the decay pi0 → γγ is completely determined by the so called triangle anomaly. Thus,
anomalies are not only visible on microscopic scales but can also have a macroscopic
manifestation, influencing transport phenomena.
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In the recent years, macroscopic phenomena induced by anomalous effects gained a lot
of interest. One of the macroscopic phenomena, which has its origin in the presence of
anomalies in the underlying theory, is the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME) [3, 4] (see [5]
for a review). The CME requires the presence of an external magnetic field and may
lead to three experimental results: the appearance of an electromagnetic current in di-
rection of the magnetic field, a massless propagating mode, the so called chiral magnetic
wave [6], and in presence of parallel electromagnetic field one observes an enhancement
of the electric conductivity, known as negative magnetoresistence [7]. The requirement
of massless fermions is a crucial restriction on possible experimental playgrounds. Nev-
ertheless, there emerged two main systems, namely the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP)
and Weyl/Dirac semimetals. The QGP is a macroscopic system, consisting of deconfined
quarks and gluons. Although the QGP is an extreme state of matter, we have experi-
mental access to such systems. Despite the high temperatures, the quark gluon plasma is
strongly coupled [8, 9]. Within Heavy-Ion Collisions (HIC) a QGP is produced for 10−24
s. Moreover, during the collision very strong magnetic fields emerge for a short time.
Due to the high temperatures in the QGP, we can neglect the quark masses. The second
experimental playground, related to the CME, are Weyl/Dirac semimetals. Although it
is not clear yet, whether Weyl/Dirac semimetals are strongly coupled or not, one of the
abovementioned CME-ingredients, namely the negative magnetoresistence, was already
measured in several kind of Weyl/Dirac semimetals [10–13].
A complete understanding of the out-of-equilibrium properties [14, 15] requires real time
studies of the system under consideration. However, it is very challenging to perform
real-time calculations within lattice field theories. Nevertheless, the AdS/CFT correspon-
dence provides a well suited tool, to study real-time dynamics in strongly coupled field
theories. The CME in presence of time dependent electromagnetic fields has already been
studied at weak coupling in [16, 17] and via holography during thermalization in [18].
Throughout our studies, we especially have Weyl/Dirac semimetals in mind, since in these
“chiral” condensed matter systems the CME vanishes in equilibrium [19]. Therefore, we
can “push” the system in an out-of-equilibrium state and monitor the out-of-equilibrium
response. We can generate a current in these materials by introducing a chiral imbalance,
realised by switching on a finite axial potential; this can be done by a time dependent
axial charge in presence of parallel electric and magnetic fields
ρ˙5 ∼ E ·B. (1.1)
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Therefore, the local change rate in chirality depends on the product of the electric and
magnetic field. Allowing for a time dependent axial charge density results in the non-
conservation of axial charge. In order to obtain a non-trivial evolution of the axial charge
density, either the electric field or the magnetic field (or both) has to be time dependent.
Throughout this thesis, we choose a static magnetic field and a time dependent electric
field. In particular, we are interested in fast quenches of the electric field for the following
reason.
Recently, it was experimentally possible to gain insights into strongly coupled systems,
subjected to a certain kind of quantum quenches. To model these systems theoretically,
we have to consider a time dependent parameter in the Hamiltonian, for example the
coupling constant, and perform real-time computations. This was already done for a
certain class of holographic models, revealing an interesting feature; the authors of [20]
found an universal behaviour in the early time response for fast enough quenches. We
are interested whether our holographic model shows this universal behaviour too and
how the anomaly affects it.
The thesis is structured as follows. In chapter 2, we present a short review of anoma-
lies with focus on the triangle anomaly and its application in external fields. The third
chapter reviews the essential ingredients of holography. Chapter 4 is mainly based on the
work [1] of the author in collaboration with Martin Ammon, Amadeo Jiménez-Alba, Ro-
drigo P. Macedo, and Luis Melgar. In section 4.1 we discuss the holographic model and
in particular our ansatz for the gauge fields. In order to characterise the non-equilibrium
dynamics, we first have to understand the stationary solutions, outlined in section 4.2.
The stationary solutions are used as reference in order to characterise the non-equilibrium
response. In section 4.3, we derive the time-dependent equation and build the numer-
ical set-up. To get an intuition of the quench induced dynamics, we briefly discuss in
section 4.4 the qualitative differences for different magnetic fields, anomaly parameter,
and abruptnesses of the quench. In section 4.5, we investigate the early time response in
regards to universal features. The late time response of the system is captured by the
quasi-normal modes of the system. In section 4.6, we explain the necessary ingredients to
compute QNMs in our set-up. The last part is dedicated to characterise the resonances,
we observed in the current. In chapter 5, we interpret our results and give an outlook
for further investigations.
3
2 Anomalies
In classical field theory Noether’s theorem states that symmetries of the classical action
lead to conserved currents. For example, Poincaré invariance leads to conservation of
the stress-energy tensor, Tµν , whereas global internal symmetries lead to conserved cur-
rents, Jµ. At the quantum level, the conservation of the currents results in relations
between correlation functions containing the corresponding currents, the so called Ward
identities. However, symmetries derived at the classical level are not necessarily present
at the quantum level; anomalies are the failure of a classical symmetry to survive the
quantisation procedure. They can appear because there is no regulator preserving all
symmetries and removing the infinities at the same time. In the path integral formalism
anomalies appear, because the path integral measure is, due to the regularisation, not
invariant under certain symmetry transformations. Anomalies are important and can in
fact be seen experimentally, for example in the decay of a neutral pion to two photons.
However, anomalies constrain the dynamics and provide consistency conditions for the-
ories; for example, “gauge symmetries” are not allowed to be anomalous, since it would
result in a break down of unitarity.
In order to discuss symmetries on the quantum level, we first review symmetries of
the classical theory which are relevant for the discussion about anomalies. It is therefore
customary, to understand the left-/right-handed basis and the corresponding connection
to the axial/vector formulation [21].
We consider a prototype Lagrangian of left- and right-handed fermions,
LL,R = ψ¯L (i/∂ + /AL)ψL + ψ¯R (i/∂ + /AR)ψR. (2.1)
The Lagrangian is invariant under local UL(1) and UR(1) transformations and preservs
therefore an UL(1)×UR(1) symmetry. The corresponding symmetry transformations are
depicted in table 1.
UL(1) UR(1)
ψL → eiΩL(x) ψL ψR → eiΩR(x) ψR
ALµ → ALµ + ∂µΩL(x) ARµ → ARµ + ∂µΩR(x)
Table 1: Symmetries of the Lagrangian eq. (2.1).
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The corresponding left- and right-handed symmetry currents can be computed by
JLµ = ψ¯LγµψL and J
R
µ = ψ¯RγµψR. (2.2)
We can define a notion of chirality by considering the eigenvalue equation γ5ψ± = ±ψ±
for ψL,R ≡ ψ±. The eigenvalue ±1 of γ51 with respect to ψ± denotes the chirality.
The left-handed ψL and right-handed ψR components can be united to a single spinor ψ
ψL,R ≡ ψ± = P±ψ, (2.3)
where we defined the projection operator
P± =
1
2
(1± γ5). (2.4)
Similar to the spinors, the left- and right-handed gauge field can be combined, resulting
in an axial and vector gauge field
ALµ = Vµ +Aµ, A
R
µ = Vµ −Aµ. (2.5)
UV(1) UA(1)
ψ → eiα(x) ψ ψ → eiβ(x) γ5 ψ
Vµ → Vµ + ∂µα(x) Aµ → Aµ + ∂µβ(x)
Table 2: Symmetries of the Lagrangian eq. (2.6).
We can rewrite the Lagrangian (2.1) in terms of two external gauge fields, namely
the axial gauge field, Aµ, and the vector gauge field, Vµ,
L(Vµ, Aµ) = ψ¯ (i/∂ + /V + /Aγ5)ψ. (2.6)
In the vector/axial basis the UL(1)× UR(1) symmetry translates into an UV(1)× UA(1)
symmetry, depicted in table 2. The corresponding symmetry currents can be computed
1We define γ5 by γ5 = iγ0γ1γ2γ3.
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by
Jµ = ψ¯γµψ = J
L
µ + J
R
µ , (2.7)
J5µ = ψ¯γµγ5ψ = −JLµ + JRµ . (2.8)
2.1 The Abelian anomaly
The existence of anomalies was noticed when Sutherland [22] and Veltman [23] worked
out a theorem, which forbade the decay of a neutral pion into two photons. However, this
theorem was in contradiction to the experimental results; Adler, Bell, and Jackiw (ABJ)
[24, 25] resolved the contradiction by taking anomaly effects into account. In this way
they were able to calculate the decay rate in agreement with the one found experimen-
tally. Concretely, they considered the triangle Feynman diagram of the decay, consisting
of two vector and one axial current and revealed how to cure the UV divergence correctly.
They found that not both symmetry currents, the axial and the vector current, can be
conserved at the same time and therefore one of the Ward identities has to be violated.
In the physical meaningful case, where the vector symmetry is gauged and the axial
not, the Ward identity, corresponding to the vector current holds, whereas the axial
current is anomalous; namely (in the massless case),
∂µJ
µ
V = 0, ∂µJ
µ
5 = A, (2.9)
where the anomalous contributions is denoted by (with ε˜ being the Levi-Civita symbol),
A = e
2
16pi2
ε˜µναβFµνFαβ. (2.10)
The anomalous contribution to eq. 2.9, A, is referred to as the famous ABJ anomaly. As
we will see throughout this chapter, eq. (2.9) is not the only possibility to express the
divergences of the current.
In this section, we derive the result motivated in eq. (2.9). Therefore, we consider
the QED-Lagrangian [21]
LQED = ψ¯ (i/∂ −m+ e /A)ψ − 1
4
FµνF
µν . (2.11)
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We can construct a vector current Jµ = ψ¯γµψ, an axial current J5µ = ψ¯γµγ5ψ, and a
pseudo-scalar P = ψ¯γ5ψ, obeying the corresponding conservation laws
∂µJµ = 0 and ∂µJ5µ = 2imP. (2.12)
The classical conservation laws imply, at the quantum level, relations among Green’s
functions, the so called Ward identities. They are given by the derivative of the vacuum
expectation value of the time ordered product of a current Jµ and generic operators Oi,
namely
∂xµ〈0|T Jµ(x)O1(y1) . . . On(yn)|0〉 = 〈0|T ∂xµJµ(x)O(y1) . . . O(yn)|0〉
+
n∑
i=1
〈0|T [J0(x),Oi(yi)] δ(x− yi)O1 . . .Oi−1Oi+1 . . .On|0〉. (2.13)
If the Ward identities are violated, the renormalisability of the quantum field theory will
be lost. In our case, we are interested in the three point functions, consisting of the above
mentioned currents and pseudo-scalar, respectively,
M˜µνλ ≡ 〈0|T Jµ(x)Jν(y)J5λ(z)|0〉, (2.14)
M˜µν = 〈0|T Jµ(x)Jν(y)P (z)|0〉, (2.15)
which correspond to the triangle graphs. For convenience regarding the further discus-
sion, we transform the amplitudes M˜µνλ and M˜µν to momentum space, for example
Mµν =
∫
d4x d4y d4z ei(k1x+k2y−qz) M˜µν . (2.16)
Afterwards, we can re-express the quantities using the classical conservation laws eq.
(2.12) and integrating by parts, which leads us to
qλMµνλ = 2mMµν , axial Ward identity (AWI) (2.17)
kµMµνλ = 0 = k
νMµνλ vector Ward identity (VWI). (2.18)
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Figure 1: Triangle diagrams consisting of vector-vector-axial currents and vector-
vector-pseudoscalar, respectively, and a charged fermion loop.
However, the Feynman graphs shown in figure 1 imply that the WIs do not hold. If
the VWI is fulfilled, the AWI will be anomalous and vice versa. But what is going wrong
in our derivation? The answer is, we were not allowed to integrate by parts, because the
Green’s functions are divergent and have to be regulated. The regularisation yields via
a “surface“ term, arising in the integration by parts, to the anomalous contribution. In
order to derive this contribution, we regulate the triangle graphs of the vector-vector-axial
currents and vector-vector-pseudoscalar currents, depicted in figure 1. Using Feynman
rules, we can read of the amplitudes using the abbreviation G(p) = i/(/p−m)
Mµνλ = i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
(−) tr
[
G(p)γλγ5G(p− q)γνG(p− k1)γµ +
(
k1 ↔ k2
µ↔ ν
)]
, (2.19)
Mµν = i
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
(−) tr
[
G(p)γ5G(p− q)γνG(p− k1)γµ +
(
k1 ↔ k2
µ↔ ν
)]
, (2.20)
where we set q = k1 + k2 due to momentum conservation. Contracting the first identity
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with qλ and using /qγ5 = γ5 (/p− /q)−m+ (/p−m) γ5 + 2mγ5 results in
qλMµνλ = 2mMµν +R
1
µν +R
2
µν , (2.21)
where
R1µν(k1, k2) = −
∫
d4p
(2pi)4
tr [G(p− k2) γ5γν G(p− q)γµ −G(p) γ5γµG(p− k1) γν ]
(2.22)
≡ R2νµ(k2, k1). (2.23)
Note that the AWI holds when the rest terms Riµν vanish. This happens when we shift
the momenta in the first term of the rest terms by p → p + k2 and by p → p + k1,
respectively. However, the integrals are linear divergent2 and hence we are not allowed
to do a shift. Nevertheless, we have to evaluate the integrals; to do this we switch to
spherical momentum coordinates and introduce an radial momentum cut-off r. After
evaluating the integral, we take the limit r → ∞. For linear divergent integrals we can
use the following useful formula
∆(a) =
∫
d4x [f(x+ a)− f(x)] = i 2pi2aµ lim
r→∞ rµ r
2f(r), (2.24)
where r is the radius of a S3 sphere. Making use of this formula and
tr γ5γβγνγαγµ = 4i ε˜βναµ, we obtain, in the symmetric momentum limit,
R1µν = −
1
8pi2
ε˜µναβk
α
1 k
β
2 ≡ R2µν . (2.25)
Regularising, as outlined above, leads to an ambiguity of the amplitude Mµνλ, since we
chose the momentum route arbitrarily. A shift of the internal momentum integration
p→ p+ a, with a = a1k1 + (a1 − a2)k2, alters the value of the integral. Since we
are interested in a cut-off independent result we have to calculate the difference of the
amplitudes with and without the shift, namely
∆µνλ(a) = Mµνλ(a)−Mµνλ(0) = − a2
8pi2
ε˜µνλα(k
α
1 − kα2 ), (2.26)
which we obtain by using the same tools as for eq. (2.25). The final amplitude is given
2The quadratic divergence vanishes since ε˜µναβpαpβ = 0.
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by Mµνλ(a) = Mµνα(0) + ∆µνλ(a) resulting, after contraction with qλ, in
qλMµνλ(a2) = 2mMµν − 1− a2
4pi2
ε˜µναβk
α
1 k
β
2 . (2.27)
Analogously, we can derive the result for the VWI given by
kµ1Mµνλ(a2) =
1 + a2
8pi2
ε˜νλαβk
α
1 k
β
2 . (2.28)
The important insight is, we cannot find an a2 so that both, the AWI (2.27) and the
VWI (2.28), hold at the same time! We can choose a2 in a way, where the VWI holds
and the AWI is anomalous, or the AWI holds and the VWI is anomalous, or both are
anomalous. The VWI is satisfied in the case a2 = −1, which we have to impose in order
to gauge the vector symmetry; then the AWI is anomalous, reproducing the result of the
previous section. The choice of the coefficient a2 is, on the level of actions, done by finite
counter-terms, the so called Bardeen counter-terms. After the calculation one question
remains: we obtained the result via an one-loop pertubation calculation; do radiative
corrections of higher order pertubation theory alter the result? The answer is no; the
Adler-Bardeen theorem [26] states that the anomaly expression is exact on the operator
level and therefore the numerical coefficient of the anomalous term is not touched by
higher order corrections.
An important concept, when dealing with anomalies, is the framework of consistent and
covariant currents. The former are obtained by variation of the local vacuum functional
with respect to the corresponding gauge fields. We refer to these currents, for example
the axial current eq. (2.9), as consistent currents since they fulfil the Wess-Zumino con-
sistency condition. However, the consistent currents transform not covariant under the
anomalous symmetry. When we are interested in a covariant formulation, we have to
add Bardeen-Zumino terms [27] to the currents and obtain the covariant form, which are
in the case of the model with two gauge fields, as presented in eq. (2.6), connected by
Jµcov,A = J
µ
cons,A +
1
24pi2
ε˜µνρλVνHρλ and J
µ
cov,V = J
µ
cons,V +
1
12pi2
ε˜µνρλAνHρλ, (2.29)
where F = dA and H = dV . In the covariant formulation, all terms, depending directly
on gauge fields, are absent and the currents contain only gauge invariant quantities as
the field strength.
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2.2 Anomalous transport: The Chiral Magnetic Effect
Figure 2: Pictoral demonstration of the CME in four spacetime dimensions. The
magnetic field B aligns the spins of the particles (+) and antiparticles (-). The
chirality is denoted by red and blue, respectively. Furthermore, the helicity is char-
acterised by the orientation of spin and momentum. An excess of right- or left
chirality (more particles of the left two and right two species, respectively), result-
ing in a chiral imbalance, implies a non-zero current. For a similar graphic see
[28].
Ever since their discovery, anomalies play a crucial role in the development of QFT.
Recently, the interest focused on the macroscopic manifestation of quantum anomalies
in systems with chiral fermions. One of the effects relating anomalies to transport prop-
erties is the Chiral Magnetic Effect (CME). The CME describes the generation of an
electric current parallel to a magnetic field induced by a chirality imbalance.
In this section, we consider a system possessing chiral fermions, following [3, 5, 29].
To get an intuitive understanding, we first discuss the effect in the weak coupling limit
where the quasi-particle picture is appropriated.
We consider a Lagrangian, as presented in eq. (2.6), with two external background fields
providing an electric and a magnetic field. The triangle graphs, with two external gauge
fields, namely a composite current and a charged fermion loop, are depicted in figure
1. The contributions of the fermions to the triangle diagram depend on their chirality.
Changing the chirality leads to a contribution with opposite sign. Therefore, the vector
current is given by JVµ = ψ¯γµψ = JLµ +JRµ (see eq. (2.7) and (2.8)) and the electric charge
is conserved; on the other side, the axial current is given by JAµ = ψ¯γµγ5ψ = −JLµ + JRµ .
The additional γ5 matrix cancels the change of the sign due to γ5ψ± = ±ψ± and the
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divergence of the current gets an anomalous contribution
∂µJ
µ
A =
e2
2pi2
E ·B, (2.30)
where e is the fermion charge. Nevertheless, the contributions to the divergence of the
vector current do not cancel when the number of left and right handed particles is not
equal, namely in the case of a chirality imbalance (which can be captured by an axial
chemical potential 2µ5 ≡ µR − µL). Due to eq. (2.30) the axial anomaly may generate
an electric current in presence of a magnetic field.
In order to illustrate the CME, which is depicted in figure 2, let us consider a Dirac
sea of massless fermions. In absence of external fields, chirality is conserved and we
have two disconnected Fermi surfaces, consisting of left- and right-handed fermions. The
chirality of the fermions can be changed by adiabatically switching on external fields,
in particular an electric field parallel to a magnetic field. Then, the equilibrium state
between the Fermi surfaces is violated and left-handed anti-particles will transform into
right-handed particles and vice versa, depending on the sign of E ·B, as we will see in
the following section.
Thus, the first important ingredient for the CME is a magnetic field3. Due to the
magnetic field there is a preferred direction for the spins of the fermions. The magnetic
field adjusts the spins of positive (negative) fermions in direction (opposite direction) of
the magnetic field. In presence of an electric field, positive fermions feel the force eE
and move in direction of E. After a time t, positive fermions have Fermi-momentum
pFR = eE t, whereas negative fermions decrease their Fermi momentum to p
F
L = −pFR.
The right-handed fermions moving in the direction of the electric field create an elec-
tric current, which is usually compensated by the left-handed fermions moving in the
other direction. The density of states of positive fermions in z-direction is given by
dNR/dz = p
F
R, whereas the fermions in the transverse directions populate Landau levels
d2NR/(dx dy) = eB/2pi, leading to a total change rate of
d4NR
dt dV
=
e2
(2pi)2
E ·B = − d
4NL
dtdV
. (2.31)
3In general, magnetic fields are crucial for the understanding of topological effects in condensed matter
systems, for example the Quantum Hall Effect. The CME can be interpreted as a 3+1 dimensional version
of the Quantum Hall Effect.
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The local change rate in chirality, N5 = NR −NL, is then given by
d4N5
dt dV
=
e2
2pi2
E ·B, (2.32)
in agreement with eq. (2.30). Note that this local change rate is purely an effect of the
electromagnetic axial anomaly.
The transformation of a left-handed fermion into a right-handed fermion requires, in
the Dirac sea picture, the transfer of a particle from the left-handed Fermi surface to
the right-handed Fermi surface, involving an energy cost of 2µ5 and µ5 dN5, respectively.
Hence, the energy, required per unit time, is given by the energy cost times the chirality
change. This energy stems from the power of the current or in other words∫
d3x jV ·E = µ5 dN5
dt
=
e2µ5
2pi2
∫
d3xE ·B, (2.33)
and in the limit E → 0, respectively,
jV =
e2µ5
2pi2
B, (2.34)
which is known as the density of the CME current4.
4There is a dual version, the Chiral Seperation Effect, which gives rise to an axial current jA = e
2µ
2pi2
B.
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3 The AdS/CFT correspondence
Figure 3: A cartoon of the holographic duality. The strongly coupled quantum field
theory lives on the boundary of spacetime, i.e. the blue hyperplane, whereas the
gravity degrees of freedom (depicted in terms of green closed strings) can propagate
into the extra dimension, i.e. into the bulk.
In 1994, Leonard Susskind gave a string theory interpretation of ’t Hooft’s work, stating,
we can store the information of a three dimensional world on an two dimensional surface,
as realised in a holographic image, implying quantum gravitational theories could be
described by a lower dimensional quantum field theory [30, 31].
This idea is based on the observations of Hawking [32] and Bekenstein [33] according to
which the entropy of black holes scales with the area of the black hole horizon and not
with its volume. Let us assume we take some region of space and put some information
in it; then the maximum number of bits we could throw into this region should intuitively
be proportional to the volume of the region. However, let us shrink the region down to a
size where it collapses to a black hole (while keeping the information in it fixed); then its
information content can also be described by the area of the black hole horizon, which is
a surface rather than a volume. We conclude that the maximum amount of information
that can be stored in a volume is proportional to its area.
The AdS/CFT correspondence is a realisation of the holographic principle; in 1997,
Juan Maldacena [2] conjectured the dynamical equivalence between four-dimensional
N = 4 Super-Yang-Mills (SYM) theory and type IIB superstring theory compactified on
AdS5×S5 (see also [34, 35] and [36–38] for textbooks). As depicted in figure 3, the SYM
is located on the conformal boundary surrounding the higher-dimensional AdS space.
The acronym AdS refers to Anti-de Sitter spacetime which is the maximal symmetric
solution of the Einstein equations with negative cosmological constant.
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Furthermore, in a particular regime the AdS/CFT correspondence is a so called
strong/weak duality relating a strongly coupled theory to a weakly coupled theory, which
is much easier manageable. Throughout this thesis, we relate a strongly coupled CFT to
a weakly coupled gravitational theory. At the conformal boundary there is a one to one
map, the holographic dictionary, which contains the information of how to translate the
gravity quantities into field theory quantities. Although still a conjecture, overwhelming
evidence in favor of holographic dualities was collected over the last two decades.
3.1 The large N limit and different versions of AdS/CFT
In the previous chapter, we outlined the dynamical equivalence between certain CFTs
and gravitational theories. On the field theory side, we have two free parameters, the
Yang-Mills coupling constant gYM and the parameter N of the gauge group SU(N) [36];
on the gravitational theory side the free parameters are the string coupling constant
gs and the ratio AdS curvature L divided by the string length
√
α′. In the context of
AdS/CFT, the parameters are mapped onto each other in the following way
g2YM = 2pi gs, 2λ ≡ 2g2YMN = L4/α′2, (3.1)
where we introduced the ’t Hooft coupling λ. Since it is very difficult to do explicit
calculations in the strongest form of the correspondence, it is necessary to simplify the
theories by approximations. The central approximation done in the context of AdS/CFT
is the large N limit. String theory is currently best understood in its pertubative regime;
in order to perform a pertubative expansion in the string coupling, we have to restrict the
coupling constant to small values, i.e. gs  1. However, the string coupling is also con-
nected to the Yang-Mills coupling via the AdS/CFT correspondence, requiring gYM  1.
Keeping the ration of AdS curvature L over the string length
√
α′, and therefore the ’t
Hooft coupling λ, fixed requires N →∞; hence we have to consider a particular limit of
AdS/CFT which is referred to as the strong form of the AdS/CFT correspondence.
Within this thesis, we are interested in strongly coupled field theories; therefore we chose
to work in the limit λ → ∞, which is referred to as the weak form of AdS/CFT. On
the gravity side, this limit translates (keeping the AdS curvature L fixed) to α′ → 0,
reducing classical string theory to classical supergravity.
Throughout this thesis, we will use an bottom-up approach. In this case, we do not
have to deal with the ten-dimensional supergravity fields and compactify them with a
Kaluza-Klein reduction on the S5; we already start with an effective toy model, where the
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gravitational fields are defined in AdS5. In the so called bottom-up approach, we write
down a toy model Lagrangian for the gravitational theory with minimal ingredients,
which captures the core properties of the dual field theory model under consideration.
After solving the corresponding equations of motion in the context of relativity, we ex-
tract the observables, we are interested in, from the asymptotic behaviour of the gravity
fields.
3.2 Scalar fields in AdS
For pedagogical reasons we choose the following procedure: we first consider the example
of a scalar field to outline the main purpose and give then a brief generalisation to vector
fields. The action of a massive free scalar field φ in a (d+1)-dimensional curved spacetime,
with coordinates Xµ (where µ = 0, 1, . . . , d), reads [36, 39, 40]
S = −C
2
∫
dd+1X
√−g (gµν∂µφ∂νφ+m2φ2). (3.2)
The corresponding equations of motion are obtained by a variational principle and given
by
1√−g∂µ (
√−ggµν∂νφ)−m2φ = 0, (3.3)
where the coordinates X are denoted by Xµ = (u, xm) with m = 1, . . . , d. After a Wick
rotation of the time coordinate, the metric of Euclidean AdS in the Poincaré patch is
given by
ds2 = gµνdX
µdXν =
L2
u2
(du2 + δmndx
mdxn). (3.4)
It is well known that eq. (3.3) evaluated for the metric in eq. (3.4) has a regular singular
point at u = 0. In this case Frobenius’ theorem states that the differential equation has
two independent, well defined (power series) solutions in the neighbourhood of this point
with leading power ∆− and ∆+ in u
φ(u, x) ∼ u∆− (φs(x) + φ(1)s (x)u+ . . .) + u∆+ (φv(x) + φ(1)v (x)u+ . . .), (3.5)
where the subscripts will be explained later5. By solving eq. (3.3) close to u = 0, the
coefficients φs(x) and φv(x) remain undetermined. However, all higher order coefficients
φ
(i)
s and φ
(i)
v are completely determined in terms of φs(x), φv(x) and their derivatives. To
determine the exponents of the solution in eq. (3.5), we make the ansatz φ(u, x) ∼ u∆
5In the case of ∆+−∆− ∈ N0 there are logarithmic contributions to the power series. For simplicity,
we chose ∆+ and ∆− such that ∆+ −∆− 6∈ N0 for now.
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and solve eq. (3.3) to leading order in u using √g = Ld+1
ud+1
0 =
1√
g
∂µ (
√
g gµν ∂νφ)−m2φ = u
d+1
Ld+1
∂u
(
Ld+1
ud+1
guu ∂uu
∆
)
−m2 u∆ +O (u∆+2)
=
ud+1
Ld+1
∂u
(
Ld−1 ∆
ud−1
u∆−1
)
−m2 u∆ +O (u∆+2)
=
(
∆ (∆− d)
L2
−m2
)
u∆ +O (u∆+2) , (3.6)
where derivatives with respect to x are contained in O (u∆+2). To fulfil eq. (3.6) to
leading order in u, the coefficient of u∆ has to vanish, resulting in a quadratic equation
in ∆ with solutions
∆± =
d
2
±
√
d2
4
+m2L2. (3.7)
Evaluating the action (3.2) for the solution φ+ ∼ u∆+(φv(x) + . . .), gives a finite result;
hence, we refer to ∆+ as normalisable solution. The undetermined coefficients φs(x)
and φv(x) of eq. (3.5) are related via the AdS/CFT correspondence to quantities on the
field theory side. In the so called standard quantisation, φv corresponds to the vacuum
expectation value of the dual gauge invariant operator O, with dimension ∆ ≡ ∆+6.
The second solution φs functions as a source term on the dual field theory side. Adding
source terms to the action S results in the generating functional W [φs] for connected
Green’s functions
S′ = S −
∫
ddxφs(x)O(x). (3.8)
To understand the importance of the previous statement better, we look at the behaviour
of the scalar field under diffeomorphisms. Since the scalar field is a Lorentz scalar, it has
to be invariant under diffeomorphisms
φ(u, x) = φ˜(u′, x′), (3.9)
where u′ = λu and x′ = λx. Using the asymptotic expansion (3.5) and the invariance
under diffeomorphisms (3.9)
φ˜(λx, λu) = (λu)d−∆+ (φ˜s(λx) + . . .) + . . .
!
= φ(u, x) = ud−∆+ (φs(x) + . . .) + . . . (3.10)
6An interesting feature reveals for masses in the range − d2
4
< m2L2 ≤ − d2
4
+ 1. In this case
both solutions are normalisable and can be used to quantise the theory resulting in two different CFTs
corresponding to the same classical AdS action.
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results in
φ˜s(λx) = λ
∆+−d φs(x). (3.11)
Furthermore, the action iteself has to be invariant under diffeomorphisms; plugging the
scaling behaviour of the scalar field (3.11) in eq. (3.8) yields to∫
ddxφs(x)O(x) =
∫
ddx′ φ˜s(x′) O˜(x′) x
′=λx
= λd
∫
ddx φ˜s(λx) O˜(λx) (3.12)
(3.11)
=
∫
ddx φ˜s(x)λ
∆+ O˜(λx). (3.13)
This requires for the scaling behaviour of the dual field theoretical operator O(x), since
φs(x) was chosen arbitrarily,
O˜(λx) = λ−∆+O(x). (3.14)
Hence, we conclude that O(x) has the conformal dimension ∆+. Comparing the repre-
sentations of the field theory operators with the representations of the dual gravitational
operators results, in the case of a massive scalar field with ∆ = ∆+, in the important
statement
m2L2 = ∆(∆− d). (3.15)
On the right hand side we have only quantities of the field theory side, namely the scaling
dimension under dilatations ∆, whereas on the left hand side only quantities of the
gravitational theory are present, namely the mass m of the scalar field and the curvature
radius of AdS L. Obviously, the conformal dimension of the field theory operator is
linked to the mass of the scalar field in the gravitational theory. Since the conformal
dimension has to be a real quantity, the mass in eq. (3.7) is subjected to the so called
Breitenlohner-Freedman bound
m2 ≥ −
(
d
2L
)2
. (3.16)
For negative m2 the corresponding dual operator is relevant (with conformal dimension
∆ ≡ ∆+ ∈ [d/2, d)), for vanishing masses marginal (∆+ = d) and for positive m2
irrelevant (∆ = ∆+ > d).
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3.3 Massless vector fields in AdS
Since the model under consideration throughout this thesis contains massless gauge fields
coupled by a Chern-Simons term in the bulk, we briefly adapt the procedure, explained
for the scalar field, to massless gauge fields. The action of a massless U(1) gauge field
Aµ with a Maxwell-Chern-Simons term is given by
S =
∫
dd+1X
√−g
(
−1
4
FµνF
µν +
κ
2
εµαβγδAµFαβFγδ
)
, (3.17)
where ε is the Levi-Civita tensor. The equations of motion follow directly from a varia-
tional principle and read (see appendix A for further details)
∇µFµν + 3κ
2
εναβγρFαβFγρ = 0. (3.18)
With the metric, defined in eq. (3.4), we find to leading order in u, with Am ∼ u∆A ,
∆A(∆A + d− 2) = 0 ⇔ ∆A,± = −d− 2
2
± d− 2
2
. (3.19)
Since the gauge field is an one-form, we have to consider the behaviour of Aµ(u, x) dxµ
under diffeomorphisms7
A˜m(u, x) dx˜
m = λ0u0 A˜m,s(x) d(λx
m)
!
= Am(u, x) dx
m = u0Am,s(x) dx
m, (3.20)
and therefore
A˜m(x) = λ
−1Am(x). (3.21)
Again, we can interpret the non-normalisable mode Am,s ∼ u0 as source term for the
dual field theory operator Jm
S′ = S −
∫
ddxAm,s(x)J
m(x). (3.22)
Since the action has to be invariant under diffeomorphisms∫
ddxAm,s(x)J
m(x) =
∫
ddx′ A˜m,s(x′)J˜m(x′)
x′=λx
= λd−1
∫
ddxAm,s(λx) J˜
m(λx),
(3.23)
7We work in the axial gauge where Au = 0.
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we conclude for the scaling dimension of Jm(x)
Jm(x) = λd−1J˜m(x), (3.24)
implying that Jm has conformal dimension ∆ = d− 1.
3.4 Correlation functions in AdS/CFT
In chapter 3.2, we established an one to one map between the mass of the scalar field and
the conformal dimension of the dual operator. Furthermore, we noticed that the non-
normalisable mode φs can be interpreted as source term for the dual operator O. This
indicates a duality between the generating functionals of both theories [36, 39, 41, 42].
In Euclidean signature, we can formulate the partition function ZCFT[φs] of the action
S′, given by eq. (3.8), as
ZCFT[φs] = e
−WCFT[φs] =
〈
exp
(∫
ddxφs(x)O(x)
)〉
CFT
. (3.25)
In its strongest form, the AdS/CFT correspondence states the equality of the partition
function of the CFT and the partition function of the gravitational theory
ZCFT[φs] = ZAdS[φs]. (3.26)
The partition function of string theory ZAdS is difficult to calculate; however, in the large
N limit, we can perform a saddle point approximation of ZAdS
ZAdS ∼ e−Ssugra[φ]. (3.27)
The action of the supergravitational fields φ in AdS5 is given by Ssugra[φ] containing in
general massive scalar fields as described in eq. (3.2). Using the equality of the partition
functions in (3.26) and the saddle point approximation established in eq. (3.2), we get
the connection between the supergravity action Ssugra[φ] and the generating functional
on the CFT side W [φs]
WCFT[φs] = Ssugra[φ]
∣∣
lim
u→0 (φ(u,x)z
∆−d)=φs(x)
, (3.28)
where we already assumed that ∆ ≡ ∆+ is the conformal dimension of the operator O
and φs the corresponding source. Eq. (3.28) is a non trivial statement since it claims the
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equality of a CFT generating functional (in the large N limit) and a generating functional
of a gravitational theory; this statement is precisely the weak form of the AdS/CFT
correspondence. As usual, the correlation functions can be computed by differentiating
the generating functional with respect to the sources φis
〈O1(x1) . . .On(xn)〉CFT = − δ
nWCFT
δφ1s (x1) . . . δφ
n
s (xn)
∣∣∣∣
φis=0
, (3.29)
where φis(u, x) are the corresponding sources of the operators Oi.
3.5 Holographic renormalization
With eq. (3.29), we have a formula at hand which tells us how to compute correlation
functions. However, the supergravity action is divergent, for example because of the
infinite volume of AdS leading to infrared divergences. From the quantum field theory
point of view, this is a well known phenomenon; in QFT, the computation of correlation
functions gives rise to contact terms resulting from ultraviolet divergences. These diver-
gences are renormalisation scheme dependent and for this reason unphysical.
The AdS/CFT correspondence relates the infrared divergences of the supergravity ac-
tion to the ultraviolet divergences of the dual field theory. In order to compute physical
reasonable results, we have to remove the divergences. This is done by the so called
holographic renormalization.
In this thesis, we will give a sketchy introduction to the Hamiltonian approach to holo-
graphic renormalization [43, 44]8; a more detailed calculation of the counter-terms can be
found in appendix B. Within this approach, the radial coordinate of AdS plays the role
of the time coordinate in the ADM formalism (R. Arnowitt, S. Deser and C.W. Misner,
[49]) for gravity. We assume that the reader is familiar with the standard approach to
the holographic renormalization and the ADM formalism for gravity.
Consider a toy model with a massive free scalar field φ and a gauge field Aµ in a curved
spacetime, whose action reads (in Euclidean signature)
Smatter =
∫
dd+1X
√
g
(
−1
4
FµνF
µν +
1
2
(∂φ)2
)
, (3.30)
8For the standard approach to holographic renormalization see [45–48].
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coupled to gravity
Sgravity = − 1
2κ2d+1
(∫
dd+1X
√
gR+
∫
ddx
√
γ 2K
)
, (3.31)
where κ2d+1 = 8piGd+1.
We are interested in hypersurfaces of constant values of the radial coordinate r = 1/u.
On this hypersurfaces Σr, we can formulate the action in terms of the induced metric
and the extrinsic curvature. Such a hypersurface can be viewed as a radial cut-off at r0;
therefore, the regulated manifold is bounded by Σr0 . On this hypersurface, the induced
quantities are the induced metric γ and K, the trace of the extrinsic curvature of the
hypersurface.
The hypersurface Σr0 works as boundary condition for the action; hence, the momenta
on the regulating surface can be computed by variation of the on-shell action with respect
to boundary values of the induced fields given by
Πµν(r0, σ) =
δSon-shell
δγµν(r0, x)
, Πµ(r0, x) =
δSon-shell
δAµ(r0, x)
, Π(r0, x) =
δSon-shell
δφ(r0, x)
. (3.32)
Furthermore, we fix the lapse and shift freedom so that the bulk metric has the form
ds2 = dr2 + γmn(r, x) dx
m dxn (3.33)
and choose the axial gauge, where Ar = 0. From now on, we consider the hypersurface
which is a radial distance r0 = er apart from the boundary and suppress the index of r0.
In this section, the radial derivative will be denoted by a dot.
We can rewrite the regulated on-shell action, using Einstein equations and the Gauss-
Codazzi identities, and introducing a new variable λ,
Ireg = − 1
κ2d+1
∫
Σr
ddx
√
γ(K − λ), (3.34)
provided λ satisfies the equation
λ˙+Kλ− κ2d+1
(
Lmatter + 1
d− 1T
σ
σ
)
= 0, (3.35)
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where T σσ is the trace of the energy-momentum tensor.
The leading terms of the asymptotic expansion read
γmn ∼ e2r, Am ∼ e−∆Ar = A(0)m(x), φ ∼ e−∆−r, (3.36)
where ∆− and ∆A denote the non-normalisable modes, derived in the previous section.
Hence, the radial derivatives of this expansions are given by
γ˙mn ∼ 2γmn, A˙m = O(e−r), φ˙ = −∆−φ. (3.37)
The canonical momenta are functionals of the induced fields on the hypersurface Σr and
read in the case of our toy model
Πmn = −
√
γ
2κ2d+1
(Kγmn −Kmn), Πm = −
√
γ
4
A˙m, Π =
√
γ
2
φ˙. (3.38)
Since the momenta are functionals of the induced fields, we can re-express the radial
derivative by the functional differential operator
∂r =
∫
ddx
(
γ˙mn[γ,A, φ]
δ
δγmn
+ A˙m[γ,A, φ]
δ
δAm
+ φ˙[γ,A, φ]
δ
δφ
)
. (3.39)
We identify the radial derivative asymptotically with the dilatation operator δD9 by
∂r = δD +O(e−r). (3.40)
9On the field theory side it is worth mentioning the following: usually one parametrises a spacetime
by Cartesian coordinates (t, x); however, in Euclidean signature time and space are treated at the same
footing. Note, that we can map a complex plane by a conformal transformation to a cylinder (r,ϕ). On
the cylinder the states live on spatial slices of constant ϕ and evolve by the Hamiltonian H = ∂r. After
the mapping to the plane the Hamiltonian becomes the dilatation operator and states live on circles with
constant radius evolving by the dilatation operator.
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We can now re-express the asymptotic expansions in eigenfunctions of the dilatation
operator
Πij =
√
γ (Π
(0)i
(0)j + Π
(0)i
(2)j + . . .+ Π
(d)i
(d)j + Π˜
(d)i
(d)j log e
−2r), (3.41)
Πi =
√
γ (Π
(0)i
(3) + Π
(0)i
(4) + . . .+ Π
(d)i
(d) + Π˜
(d)i
(d) log e
−2r), (3.42)
Π =
√
γ (Π(∆−) + Π(∆−+1) + . . .+ Π(∆−+d) + Π˜(∆−+d) log e
−2r), (3.43)
λ = λ(0) + λ(2) + . . .+ λ(d) + λ˜(d) log e
−2r . (3.44)
The terms with subscript (i), where i < d, transform according to their scaling dimension
under the dilatation operator, as well as the terms proportional to the logarithms, for
example
δDΠ
(n)i
(n) = −nΠ
(n)i
(n) , 3 ≤ n < d, δDΠ˜
(n)i
(d) = −dΠ˜
(n)i
(d) . (3.45)
Identifying the dilatation operator with the radial derivative determines the transforma-
tion law of the missing terms, namely
δDX(k) = −kX(k) − 2X˜(k), (3.46)
where k = d for X = {Πij ,Πi, λ} and k = ∆− for X = Π.
In a similar fashion, we can write down the covariant expansion of the radial derivative
∂r = δD + δ(1) + . . .+ δ˜(d) log e
−2r + . . . , (3.47)
where δ(n) are covariant functional operators of successively higher dilatation weight.
Note that the on-shell action is of first order whereas the e.o.m. of the fields are of sec-
ond order in the radial derivative. The order lowers by one when we write the equations
in terms of the canonical momenta.
In order to proceed, we have to determine the explicit expansions of the momenta and
the radial derivative in terms of eigenfunctions of the dilatation operator. The crucial
part is that both expansions have to be done with respect to the dilatation weight order
by order at the same time. After determining the expansions, we can solve the equation
for the on-shell action order by order. Hence, the counter-term is given by
Ic.t. =
1
κ2d+1
∫
Σr0
ddx
√
γ
(
d−1∑
n=0
(K(n) − λ(n)) + (K˜(d) − λ˜(d)) log e−2r0
)
. (3.48)
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With this at hand, the renormalised action is defined as
Iren = lim
r0→∞
(Ir0 + Ict) = −
1
κ2d+1
∫
∂M
ddx
√
γ (K(d) − λ(d)) (3.49)
and the renormalised correlation functions by
〈Tmn〉 = − 1
κ2d+1
(K(d)mn −K(d)γmn), 〈Jn〉ren = Π(d)n(d) , 〈O〉ren = Π∆− . (3.50)
3.6 Black holes in holography
One important ingredient in the discussion of AdS/CFT is still missing: black holes;
black holes are thermodynamical objects to whom we can associate a certain tempera-
ture, the Hawking temperature. Via holography, we can identify the temperature of the
black hole with the temperature of the dual field theory. Since black holes have a certain
temperature they provide a scale; hence, they break the conformal invariance in the dual
field theory. From the classical point of view, we can view black holes, loosely speaking,
as a one way door. Everything that crosses the black hole horizon, will be lost; hence,
we do not have to take those things into account which are hidden behind the black-hole
horizon. In this way, the horizon functions as IR cut-off since we only have to integrate
over the spacetime region outside the horizon. On the QFT side, we note the following:
in a QFT at finite temperature, we impose a certain periodicity on the imaginary time
0 < τ < β, β = 1/(kBT ), where the temperature T functions as cut-off for long times,
which correspond, via holography, to low energies.
In non-horizon penetrating coordinates, the analytic extension (to Euclidean AdS space-
time) of a black hole is conformally equivalent to a cone. If we want to avoid conical
singularities, we have to impose a certain periodicity. This periodicity is identified with
the periodicity resulting from the Euclidean time formalism in QFT, leading to the above
mentioned result that the temperature of the black hole is equal the temperature of the
dual field theory. We see that in context of AdS/CFT the “thermal circle“ is implemented
in a natural way in the generating functionals, namely via the presence of a black hole
in the gravitational theory.
We conjectured that a black hole induces a particular temperature in the dual CFT.
But how effects a small pertubation on top of the black hole horizon the dual field the-
ory? The answer to this question can be found in the discussion of Quasi-Normal-Modes
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(QNMs) [50–54]. If we perturb a black hole, the surrounding geometry will “ring“ and
settle down back in equilibrium. The relaxation time, as well as the frequencies of the
ringing, are independent of the pertubation and totally determined by the properties of
the black hole. This phenomenon is well known from closed systems where the frequen-
cies are referred to as normal modes. However, in presence of a classical black hole, the
system is not closed since the black hole may absorb the pertubations and the modes
will decay.
QNMs are the solutions to the linearised equations of gauge field pertubations and per-
tubations of the gravitational background, subjected to certain boundary conditions. On
the boundary the solutions have to fulfil a Dirichlet condition; at the horizon they are
subjected to an ingoing wave boundary condition. By virtue of the restriction to ingoing
waves, the condition at the future horizon is determined since classical black holes do
not emit radiation. Furthermore, omitting the solution with outgoing waves yields to a
non hermitian boundary value problem; hence, the corresponding eigenfrequencies are
complex. In QFT, small deviations from thermal equilibrium are captured by dispersion
relations related to damped frequencies. Dispersion relations are formally the singular-
ities of retarded Green’s functions in the complex frequency plane. Via the AdS/CFT
correspondence, the quasi normal frequencies of electromagnetic and gravitational per-
tubations in an asymptotic locally AdS (AlAdS) spacetime are related to the poles of
real time Green’s functions within current or energy-momentum of the dual CFT at fi-
nite temperature. This implies that the QNMs, corresponding to electromagnetic and
gravitational pertubations, are related to conserved symmetry currents (or anomalous
currents) on the CFT side. We conclude that the AdS/CFT correspondence implies the
following identifications:
AlAdS spacetime with event horizon ⇔ thermal states in the dual CFT
..
Small pertubation of the black hole or black brane background ⇔ small deviations from
the equilibrium in the CFT with definite relaxation time.
This implies that we can obtain information about time-scales in the thermalization
process of strongly coupled systems at finite temperature via the QNM spectrum of the
dual gravitational theory.
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4 Time dependent CME in holography and anomaly in-
duced Landau resonances
Throughout the following chapters, we want to investigate the CME in holography. Es-
pecially, we focus on time dependencies and the effect of dynamical charge generation.
Concretely, we consider an U(1)×U(1) model which was previously studied in the liter-
ature within the context of anomalous transport [55–57]. This is in contrast to the usual
approach where the net charge is introduced by an axial chemical potential [14, 55]. The
U(1)× U(1) model allows us to model the CME in massless QED.
4.1 Holographic Setup
We consider the 5-dimensional matter Lagrangian
L = −1
4
FµνFµν − 1
4
HµνHµν +
κ
2
εµαβρλAµ (FαβFρλ + 3HαβHρλ) , (4.1)
consisting of two gauge fields Aµ, Vµ (F = dA,H = dV ) coupled by a Chern-Simons (CS)
term in the bulk. In the first part of this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the probe approx-
imation and consider a Schwarzschild-AdS5 blackhole in infalling Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates as fixed background metric
ds2 =
1
u2
(−f(u)dv2 − 2 dvdu+ dx2 + dy2 + dz2) , f(u) = 1− u4, (4.2)
where we fixed the diffeomorphisms by setting the black-hole horizon to u=1; further-
more, we set the AdS radius to L = 1. In infalling Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, we
find that the equations of motion are first order in time. In this coordinates, the surfaces
of constant time penetrate, from a geometrical point of view, the black-hole horizon.
Therefore, the ingoing condition is trivially realised by geometry, i. e. we do not have to
impose regularity of gauge fields at u = 1.
The equations of motion for the gauge fields are obtained by a variational principle
(see appendix A for further details)
∇µFµν + 3κ
2
εναβρλ (FαβFρλ +HαβHρλ) = 0 , (4.3)
∇µHµν + 3κ εναβρλFαβHρλ = 0 . (4.4)
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In order to motivate the specific ansatz for the Lagrangian in (4.1), we compute the
divergence of the dual current operators (for details see appendix C). The holographic
Ward identities read
〈∂iJ iV 〉 = 0 , 〈∂iJ iA〉 = −
κ
2
ε˜ ijkl (FijFkl + 3HijHkl) , (4.5)
where ε˜ ijkl denotes the epsilon symbol in the boundary theory10. Recall that the abelian
part of the QCD singlet anomaly for the toy model Lagrangian considered in eq. (4.1)
is given by [21]
∂iJ
i
A =
3
16pi2
ε˜ ijkl
(
HijHkl +
1
3
FijFkl
)
. (4.6)
To mimic this feature, we chose the prefactor of the term ∼ Hαβ Hρλ in eq. (4.1) equal to
3. This leads to a relative factor of 3 between the terms Hij Hkl and Fij Fkl in equation
(4.5). The finite Bardeen counter-terms11 have been chosen so that the VWI is fulfilled
and the AWI (in eq. (4.5)) is anomalous; with this choice, we can identify the vector
current with the electromagnetic current. Therefore, we refer to Aµ as the axial gauge
field and Vµ as the vector gauge field, providing the external fields required for the CME.
The dynamics of the axial charge is captured by ρ˙5 ∼ E · B, where the dot denotes
the time derivative ∂v. As outlined in chapter 2.2, at least one of the electricmagnetic
fields has to betime dependent in order to dynamically generate axial charge. Concretely,
we consider a time dependent electric field parallel to a constant magnetic field (both
homogenous and pointing in z-direction). This is covered by the ansatz
Av(v, u), Vy = Bx, Vz(v, u) (4.7)
with boundary condition
V˙z(v, u→ 0) = E(v) (4.8)
10 A comparison to the QCD expression, given in eq. (4.6), yields to κ = −1/(8pi2) for the anomaly
parameter.
11The finite counter-term is necessary since otherwise we would implicitly assume that the regularisa-
tion scheme treats left- and right handed particles on the same footing [58].
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and regularity of Av(v, u) at the horizon. The equations of motion resulting from this
ansatz for the gauge fields and the metric read (with ′ ≡ ∂u)
A′′v −
1
u
A′v − λuV ′z = 0 , (4.9)
V ′′z +
(
f ′
f
− 1
u
)
V ′z −
2
f
V˙ ′z +
1
uf
V˙z − λ u
f
A′v = 0 , (4.10)
A˙′v − λu V˙z = 0 , (4.11)
where we introduced λ = 12κB for simplicity. The differential eqs. (4.9), (4.10) have a
regular singular point at u = 0; thus, the solution to the equations has to behave at this
point like
Vz ∼ V0 + u V˙0 + u2V˜ + 1
2
u2 log(u)V¨0 +O(u3), (4.12)
Av ∼ A0 + u2A2 +O(u3). (4.13)
We will see that the normalisable mode of Vz is proportional to the covariant vector
current and the non-normalisable mode of Av to the axial charge density ρ5. Integrating
eq. (4.11) in time
A′v = λuVz + C1(u) (4.14)
and substituting the resulting expression into eq. (4.9) yields
uC ′1(u) + C1(u) = 0. (4.15)
This restricts the constant C1 to be at most linear in u, namely C1(u) = Cu. With this
at hand, we can replace A′v in eq. (4.10) and end up with a single hyperbolic PDE for Vz
V ′′z +
(
f ′
f
− 1
u
)
V ′z −
2
f
V˙ ′z +
1
uf
V˙z − (λu)
2
f
Vz − λu2C
f
= 0. (4.16)
Since we are interested in one point functions, we have to specify the counter-terms in
order to compute the dual correlators (see appendix C)
Sct = −
∫
∂M
d4x
√−γ 1
4
FijF
ij log u−
∫
∂M
d4x
√−γ 1
4
HijH
ij
(
log u− 1
2
)
. (4.17)
The computation of the one point function (see eq. (C.11)) reveals that the logarithmic
term in eq. (4.12) contributes to the correlator. In order to avoid this contribution,
we have to add a finite (gauge invariant) counter-term to the action. This is manifest
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in the last term of eq. (4.17). In this regularisation scheme, the one-point function,
corresponding to the consistent current, is given by (see appendix C)
〈JzV〉cons = 2V˜ − λA0. (4.18)
Imposing a vanishing Av at the horizon results in a vanishing consistent current in the
time independent limit [55, 56]; hence, it is customary to use the covariant current. The
covariant current is connected to the consistent current via eq. (2.29) and κ = −1/(8pi2)
as mentioned in footnote 10. In our case we obtain, using the ansatz eq. (4.7),
〈JzV 〉cov = 〈JzV 〉cons + λA0. (4.19)
Apart from that, regularity of the axial gauge field in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
does not require a vanishing Av at the horizon. We can fix the gauge freedom by setting
the non-normalisable mode of Av to zero. Therefore, the consistent and covariant current
are indistinguishable and we can omit the subscript. Furthermore, we drop the subscript
V since we integrate out the axial gauge field and the computations contain only the
z−component of the vector gauge field. The current can be obtained by extracting the
coefficient of the non-normalisable mode of the vector gauge field Vz at the conformal
boundary
〈Jz〉 ≡ 〈Jz〉 = 2V˜. (4.20)
4.2 Stationary solutions
In order to study the time dependent response of the system, we have to construct initial
data; we start with an equilibrium solution, obtained from the time independent version
of eq. (4.16). Since we want to excite the system out of equilibrium, we switch on a time
dependent electric field; this is done, as usual in holography, via a boundary condition.
As outlined in chapter 3, the boundary value of the gauge fields are source terms in
the dual field theory; hence, the boundary value of the vector gauge field induces an
external source in the dual field theory, namely the electric field. In order to study the
non-equilibrium response of the system, we have to integrate in time direction; the time
independent form of eq. (4.16) reads
f uV ′′z +
(
f ′u− f)V ′z − (λu)2 uVz − λu3C = 0. (4.21)
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We can transform eq. (4.21) to the Legendre differential equation by introducing a new
radial variable ρ ≡ u2 and shifting the field V˜z ≡ Vz + Cλ ,
(1− ρ2)V˜ ′′z − 2ρV˜ ′z −
1
4
λ2V˜z = 0. (4.22)
The solutions of eq. (4.22), which are regular at ρ = 1, are given in terms of the Legendre
functions Pl
Vz = V˜z − C
λ
= C2Pl(u2)− C
λ
, l =
1
2
(
−1±
√
1− λ2
)
. (4.23)
As mentioned beforehand, the constant C is just a shift of the field Vz and we gauge fix
it to zero. To interpret the second constant C2 we integrate eq. (4.14) using eq. (4.23)
µA ≡ Av(u = 0)−Av(u = 1) = λC2
∫ 0
1
duPl(u2)u ; (4.24)
this implies that the constant determines the absolute value of the chemical potential.
The asymptotic expansion of the stationary solution (4.23) reads
Vz ∼ V0 − λ
2
8
Γ
(
1
4(3−
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(3 +
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(5−
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(5 +
√
1− λ2)
) V0u2 + . . . , (4.25)
where we identified
V0 ≡ −
C2 cos
(
pi
2
√
1− λ2
)
Γ
(
1
4(1−
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(1 +
√
1− λ2)
)
2pi
3
2
, (4.26)
with Γ being the Euler gamma functions. Note that in the stationary case the time
derivatives of the source in eq. (4.12) vanish. Therefore, the coefficient of the term
quadratic in u is the required expression for the current in the stationary case, given by
〈Jz〉 = −λ
2
4
Γ
(
1
4(3−
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(3 +
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(5−
√
1− λ2)
)
Γ
(
1
4(5 +
√
1− λ2)
) V0 λ1∼ −λV0. (4.27)
The last term is valid since λ times the factor containing the gamma functions asymp-
totes, for large λ, 4. The value of the current depends on the integration constant C2
(via V0). A vanishing V0 at the beginning requires therefore a vanishing C2 and yields
to a trivial solution for Vz.
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4.3 Non-equilibrium solutions
In the following, we want to study the non-equilibrium response of the system which
requires that we integrate eq. (4.16) in time. For numerical convenience we rescale the
function Vz, using the asymptotic expansions. This leads to explicit V0 dependent terms
in the differential equation. In section 4.2 we explained that the stationary solutions, we
are interested in, are independent of V0. To get rid of V0 at the initial time we choose
V0(v) in such a way that the function and all its derivatives vanish in the beginning of
the simulation. Concretely, we introduce an auxiliary field U(v, u) defined by
Vz(v, u) ≡ V0(v) + u V˙0(v) + u2 U(v, u) + 1
2
u2 log(u)
(
V¨0(v) + uV
(3)
0 (v)
)
. (4.28)
Rewriting eq. (4.16) in terms of the auxiliary field U(v, u) leads to[
−u (1−u4) ∂
2
∂u2
−(3−7u4) ∂
∂u
+(8+λ2)u3
]
U(v, u)+
[
2u
∂
∂u
+3
]
U˙(v, u)+S(v, u) = 0,
(4.29)
where we defined
S(v, u) = a4(u)V
(4)
0 (v)+a3(u)V
(3)
0 (v)+a2(u) V¨0(v)+a1(u) V˙0(v)+a0(u)V0(v)+a−1(u),
(4.30)
with
a4(u) =
1
2
(2u+ 5u log u) , a3(u) =
15
2
u4 log u+
λ2
2
u4 log(u) + 4u4 − 1, (4.31)
a2(u) =u
3
(
4 log u+3+
λ2
2
log u
)
, a1(u)=
(
3 + λ2
)
u2, a0(u)=λ
2u, a−1(u)=λCu.
On a time slice of constant v0 the differential equation (4.29) is a second order ODE with
respect to the radial coordinate requiring two integration constants. The first integration
constant is fixed using the leading term of the asymptotic behaviour Vz ∼ V0. The second
integration constant is incorporated by setting the shift C in eq. (4.31) to zero. Therefore,
the boundary conditions enter the initial configuration in the following way (inverting
the boundary expansion and solving for the auxiliary field)
U(0, u) ≡ Uin(u) = V0
u2
[Pl(u2)
Pl(0) − 1
]
. (4.32)
A brief review of the numerical methods can be found in appendix D and the convergency
tests in appendix E.
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Figure 4: Left: Current against time for Gaussian quenches with same height
and different widths Λ = 0.1(piT )2 “slow” (green) and Λ = 2(piT )2 “fast” (red)
at fixed magnetic field κB˜ = 1, where B˜ ≡ B/(piT )2. Dashed black lines show
the adiabatic response given by eq. (4.27). Right: Current against time for
fixed Gaussian source with Λ = 0.5(piT )2 and several values of the magnetic field
κB˜ ∈ {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.5, 4} (blue-green). For an easier comparison, the currents have
been rescaled such that the corresponding adiabatic response (black, dashed) is the
same.
4.4 Gaussian and hyperbolic tangent quenches
In the previous section, we explained the framework within which we can study the
non-equilibrium behaviour of the model under consideration. We excite the system in a
non-equilibrium state via an abruptly switched on electric field; with the electric field,
we are able to “pump” energy in the system. The more the electric field tends to a delta
function like shape, the more the system gets out of equilibrium. In the first part of
this thesis, we are interested in the dependence of the response on the abruptness of the
quench. Therefore, we will focus on two types of quenches, namely the Gaussian and the
hyperbolic tangent quench
V0(v) =
{
exp
{−(v − vi)2Λ} (Gaussian quench)
[1 + tanh {(v − vi)Λ}] /2 (tanh quench),
(4.33)
where Λ is the inverse width of the source and vi fixes the center. The parameter Λ
can be viewed as abruptness of the quench, implying a “fast quench” refers to Λ  1.
There is one big difference between the two kind of quenches; recall that the electric
field is given by the time derivative of the source. A Gaussian type source results in an
electric field with a positive and negative pulse of same area; this means that we do not
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induce net axial charge in the system after the quench. In contrast, the derivative of the
hyperbolic tangent source is a single pulse resulting in a final net axial charge. This is
obvious because the total axial charge of the system behaves as
ρ5 ∼
∫
dv E ·B = B V0(v)
∣∣∣vfinal
vinital
. (4.34)
As a first step, we want to focus on the initial “response” of the system. In order to get
an intuition how the system reacts in response to the quenches, we considered different
values of the product κB and different abruptnesses Λ. The response of the system
subjected to the Gaussian quench is depicted in figure 4. In reaction to a “slow” quench
(green) the current follows the corresponding adiabatic response, given by eq. (4.27),
whereas the response to a “fast” quench behaves different compared to the adiabatic re-
sponse. In order to discuss dimensionless quantities, we introduce the rescaled magnetic
field B˜ ≡ B/(piT )2. In the r.h.s. of figure 4, we present the response to the same Gaus-
sian source for different values of κB˜. Note that we normalised the adiabatic response
associated to a particular value of κB˜ so that the adiabatic response is equal for all dif-
ferent values of κB˜. Obviously, the lower the value of κB˜, the more differs the response
of the system compared to the adiabatic response.
In addition, we did a similar study for the hyperbolic tangent quench. The correspond-
ing results are depicted in figure 5. Whereas the response to the “slow” quench follows
the adiabatic response, the “fast” quench induces a damped oscillation of the current.
We notice again that for the smallest value of κB˜ the response of system to the quench
deviates the most from the equilibrium response. In all cases, the current is non zero
after the quench, since the quench introduces net axial charge to the system.
4.5 Universality in fast quenches
Inspired by recent work about quantum quenches in strongly coupled field theories within
holography [20, 59, 60], we are especially interested in whether our system shows an
universal regime in response to fast quenches. With regard to our model, our main
focus is the dependence on the anomaly, namely whether the response to fast quenches is
independent of the Chern-Simons coupling κ. In order to characterise the initial response
of the system, we found it useful to define the quantity
δ ≡ |〈Jz(v1)〉| − |〈Jz(v2)〉|, (4.35)
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Figure 5: Left: Current against time for hyperbolic tangent quenches at fixed
magnetic field κB˜ = 1 with different widths Λ = 0.1(piT )2 “slow” (green) and
Λ = 10(piT )2 “fast” (red). Dashed back lines show the adiabatic response given by
eq. (4.27). Right: Current against time for hyperbolic tangent source several values
of the magnetic field κB˜ ∈ {0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.5, 4} (blue-green) with fixed Λ = 2(piT )2.
For a better comparison, we normalised the minimum of the current to -1.
where |〈Jz(v1)〉| and |〈Jz(v2)〉| are the first minimum and the first maximum, respectively,
of the current. We consider now the dependence of the quantity δ on different values of
the anomaly parameter κB˜ and quench abruptness Λ.
On the left hand side of figure 6 the universal behaviour is apparent; in the case of fast
enough quenches the difference is independent of the value of κB˜ and fits perfectly to a
straight line (magenta) in the double logarithmic presentation
log(δ/(piT )3) = 1.128 [log(Λ/(piT )2)]0.997 + 0.982, (4.36)
with a fitting error of 10−3. The bigger the value of κB˜, the abrupter the quench
has to be in order to get to the universal regime. Furthermore, we can define a critical
abruptness Λcr of the quench, as the abruptness where δ′′(Λ) has its global maximum,
i.e. δ′′′(Λcr) = 0. To determine the critical abruptness we use splines for the data. The
critical Λ are depicted by black dots; we see that they fit in the logarithmic representation
to a straight line (red). The dependence of Λcr on the value of κB˜ is shown in the r.h.s.
of figure 6. We find a linear dependence of the critical abruptness on κB˜; concretely, we
find
ΛC/(piT )
2 = 4.15 (κB˜)1.04 + 0.13, (4.37)
with a fitting error of 10−2. After considering the Gaussian quench, we did an anal-
ogous study with the hyperbolic tangent, depicted in figure 7. The discussion of the
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Figure 6: Left: Double logarithmic plot of δ (see equation (4.35)) against the abrupt-
ness of the Gaussian quench Λ for several values of κB˜ ∈ [0, 2.5] (black-light green).
For fast enough quenches the system shows a response, independent of κB˜. In
this regime the logarithmic data fits to a straight line with slope 1.128 (magenta,
dashed). Black points highlight the critical ΛC as defined in the text and fit in
the logarithmic plot to a straight line (red, dashed). Right: Critical abruptness ΛC
against κB˜ (black) which can be fitted by a straight line (dashed, red).
results is more qualitatively than for the Gaussian quench, since the first minimum of
the hyperbolic tangent quench can be altered by the oscillation of the current; this causes
inaccuracies but the behaviour stays qualitatively the same. In the case of fast enough
quenches, we found again that δ is independent of the value of κB˜, concretely
log(δ/(piT )3) = 1.828 [log(Λ/(piT )2)]1.04 − 0.155, (4.38)
with a fitting error of 10−3.
The dependence of the critical abruptness is again linear dependent on κB˜ but we ob-
serve an obvious variance of the points.
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Figure 7: Left: Double logarithmic plot of δ (see equation (4.35)) against the abrupt-
ness of the hyperbolic tangent quench Λ for several values of κB˜ ∈ [0− 2.5] (black-
light green). For high enough Λ all cases converge to a straight line with slope 1.828.
Black points highlight the critical ΛC as defined in the text. Right: Critical inverse
width ΛC against κB˜ (black) which can be fitted by a straight line (red).
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Figure 8: Left: Excitation time divided by the abruptness τex/Λ against the log-
arithm of the abruptness Λ of a Gaussian quench for several values of κB˜ ∈
{0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75} (blue-orange). Inset: The biggest κB˜ = 1.75 functions
as reference to make the difference between the lines visible. Right: Logarithmic
plot of the relative excitation time τex/vcenter against the abruptness of the quench
Λ for several values of κB˜ ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75} (blue-orange). For high
enough Λ all cases converge to a straight line.
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In order to compare the results to [20], we did a similar analysis defining an “excitation
time” τex by
〈Jz〉 − F (v)
F (v)
∣∣∣∣
v=vk
= 0.01, (4.39)
where τex is the first vk, fulfilling eq. (4.39), and F (v) = 〈Jz,ad〉 is given by the adiabatic
response eq. (4.27). In other words: the excitation time is the first time where the cur-
rent deviates 1% from the adiabatic response. The results are shown in figure 8. As the
authors of [20] we found an universal behaviour for fast enough quenches. The straight
lines in the l.h.s. of figure 8 were hard to distinguish by eye. As shown in the inset, the
differences between the lines get’s smaller for bigger values of Λ, which is already clear
from the picture on the r.h.s. of figure 8. Hence, we notice that the smaller the value of
κB˜, the faster the system gets out of equilibrium.
Further on, we did the same analysis for the hyperbolic tangent quench which we present
in figure 9. Again, in the case of fast enough quenches we can observe an universal be-
haviour, independent of κB˜. As figure 4 already indicates, we notice that the value of κB˜
plays an important role in the slow quench regime. The smaller κB˜, the more different
the system behaves compared to the adiabatic response. This is mirrored in the excita-
tion times which are in the slow quench regime much smaller for smaller values of κB˜.
The current reaches in this regime, dependent on the value of κB˜, not for all quenches
the 1% deviation. The bigger the value of κB˜, the bigger values of Λ are necessary in
order to push the system out of equilibrium.
4.6 Quasi-normal mode formalism
In section 3.6, we presented a qualitative intuition about QNMs. In order to compute
the QNM frequencies in our system, we briefly review an appropriate framework [61, 62].
We rewrite eq. (4.29) in the form
α[U ] + β[U˙ ] + S = 0, (4.40)
for given initial data Uin(u) = U(u, 0). Applying a Laplace transformation12
U¯(u; s) = L[U(v, u)](s) =
∞∫
0
dv U(v, u) e−sv (4.41)
12The parameter s of the Laplace transformation is related to the Fourier parameter by s = −iω.
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Figure 9: Left: Excitation time divided by the abruptness τex/Λ against the log-
arithm of the abruptness Λ of a hyperbolic tangent quench for several values of
κB˜ ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2} (blue-orange). Right: Logarithmic plot of the rel-
ative excitation time τex/vcenter against the abruptness of the quench Λ for several
values of κB˜ ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2} (blue-orange). For high enough Λ all cases
converge to a straight line.
and taking into account that for a generic function f(v, u)
L
[
∂n
∂vn
f(v, u)
]
(s) = sn f¯(u; s)−
n−1∑
k=0
sn−k−1
∂k
∂vk
f(0, u), (4.42)
we obtain
α[U¯ ] + sβ[U¯ ] = β[Uin]− S¯, (4.43)
where
S¯(u; s) = V¯0(s)
NS∑
i=0
ai(u)s
i −
4∑
i=0
i−1∑
k=0
si−k−1
dk
dvk
V0(0). (4.44)
Note that in our case the last term has to be approximately zero, as mentioned in
the previous section. In order to obtain the QNM, we have to solve the homogeneous
version of eq. (4.43). We can formulate the problem as Generalised Eigenvalue problem
(GEVP), where the complex eigenvalues sn correspond to the QNMs and the regular
solutions φn(u) are the corresponding eigenvectors
α[φn] + sn β[φn] = 0. (4.45)
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In our model, the problem is linear in sn due to our choice of ingoing Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates. In Poincaré coordinates the problem would be in general quadratic
in sn. In our set-up the operators read
α = −u(1− u4) d
2
du2
− (3− 7u4) d
du
+ (8 + λ2)u3, (4.46)
β = −
(
2u
d
du
+ 3
)
. (4.47)
Within this framework, we are able to compute the QNM frequencies required in the
next section.
4.7 Resonances
We now focus on the late time behaviour of the current; concretely, we are looking at the
current of a fixed Gaussian source for several values of the magnetic field. Increasing the
value of λ results in a lower decay rate of the late time oscillations, as shown in figure
10. The relaxation time gets very small compared to all other scales of the system for
λ/12 = κB˜ & 1. The late time behaviour is, as we will show in this section, dominated
by the QNMs of the system. A small decay rate corresponds, in the QNM picture, to a
small imaginary part. Therefore, the decreasing damping rate indicates the existence of
a QNM approaching the real axis for increasing κB˜.
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Figure 10: Envelope of the current against time for fixed Gaussian width Λ = 6(piT )2
and fixed center v0 = 5/(piT ) for several values of κB˜ ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1, 3/2} (blue -
orange). Late time oscillations decay faster for smaller κB˜.
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Figure 11: Left: Zoom in the current shown in figure 10 (red). The fit 4.48 is
depicted as black dashed line. Late time oscillations decay faster for smaller κB˜.
Right: The fit eq. (4.49) to the data, presented in figure 10.
To determine, whether the oscillations in the current correspond to the QNMs, we
consider a damped oscillation, consisting of the two lowest QNMs ω1 + i δ1 and ω2 + i δ2
f(v) = A1 e
δ1v sin(ω1v +B1) +A2 e
δ2v sin(ω2v +B2). (4.48)
Thereby, the damping factor δi is given by the imaginary part of the QNM and the
oscillation frequency ωi by the real part. Since higher QNMs are damped very fast, we
found it sufficient to fit to the first two QNMs. The result is depicted in the r.h.s. of
figure 11. The parameters of the fit, which matches perfectly the obtained current, are
shown in table 3. Obviously, the lowest QNM dominates the oscillation in the current.
ω δ A B error(A) error(B)
8.37068 -0.0000905 -10.8562 -4.15408 10−13 10−14
11.23659 -0.132746 -1.86093 0.524401 10−11 10−11
Table 3: Fit data for fitting eq. (4.48) to the data presented in figure 11.
Furthermore, we demonstrate, that the damping, presented in figure 10, corresponds
exactly to the imaginary part of the lowest QNM. Therefore, we consider the following
fit model
g(v) = A1 e
A2 v, (4.49)
which we fit to the envelope of the oscillatory current. The results are depicted in table
4 and the r.h.s. of figure 10, respectively. The damping parameter matches perfectly the
imaginary part of the QNM. Therefore, we conclude, that the damping of the oscillation
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is determined by the lowest QNM.
κB˜ Im[ω] Im[ωfit] error(ωfit)
0.5 -0.43758 -0.43749 10−5
0.75 -0.13078 -0.13120 10−5
1 -0.021148 -0.021147 10−6
1.5 -9.1 10−5 -9.1 10−5 10−6
Table 4: Fit data for fitting eq. (4.49) to the data presented in figure 11.
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Figure 12: Left: Envelope of the current versus time for an oscillatory source in
(4.50) for ω ∈ {0.5ωc, 0.9ωc, 0.95ωc, 0.99ωc, 0.995ωc, 0.999ωc, ωc} (blue to yellow)
for κB˜ = 2. Right: Zoom in the picture, shown on the l.h.s.
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Figure 13: Envelope of the current vs time for an oscillatory source (4.50) for
ω = ωc(κB˜) for κB˜ ∈ {0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75} (blue to yellow).
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As a first step, we try to excite the resonances of the system directly. To do so we
consider an oscillatory source, given by
V0(v) = (1 + tanh(v − vi)) sin(ωv), (4.50)
where the factors differing from the sin term are chosen for numerical convenience. We
investigate the response of the system for frequencies ω approaching the resonance fre-
quency ωc of the system. In order to determine the resonance frequency of the system,
we have to make again use of the QNMs.
In figure 12 we tuned the frequency of the source from ω = ωc/2 to ω = ωc, in or-
der to determine, whether the system shows a resonant behaviour or not. To obtain a
resonant behaviour the frequency has to be very close to the resonance frequency, namely
up to 99.9%. This is obvious, considering the r.h.s. of figure 12. All frequencies of the
source, which are too far away from the resonance frequency induce a periodically oscil-
lating current.
On the right hand side of figure 13, we investigated the dependence of the current for
different κB˜ and a resonant source. The current grows in the case κB˜ & 1 unbounded
while for smaller κB˜ the current oscillates with a constant amplitude. The reason why we
can not observe resonances for κB˜ < 1 will be clear in section 4.9. Finally, we considered
higher QNMs as frequencies for the source with results being qualitatively the same as
for the lowest QNM.
4.8 Quasi-normal modes with backreaction
We now will investigate whether the resonances, observed in the previous section, are
really a footprint of the anomaly. Therefore, we have to vary κ and B independent from
each other. Due to this demand and since we are interested in strong magnetic fields,
we have to go beyond the probe approximation and take backreaction into account. The
magnetic field, pointing in z-direction, induces a spatial anisotropy and therefore breaks
the spatial rotational invariance. Therefore, the metric function multiplied by dz2 has to
be distinct from the ones multiplying dx2 and dy2. This is manifest in the metric ansatz
[63]
ds2 =
1
u2
(−U(u) dv2 − 2 dv du+W (u)2 (dx2 + dy2) +H(u)2 dz2) . (4.51)
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Figure 14: Left: Metric function U(u) for B˜ ∈ {0, 3, 5, 7, 9} (blue-orange). Right:
Metric function W (u) and H(u) (dashed) for B˜ ∈ {0, 3, 5, 7, 9} (blue-orange).
The action for the model under consideration reads
S =
1
2τ2
∫
d5X
√−g (R+ 12) (4.52)
+
∫
d5X
√−g
(
− 1
4
FµνFµν − 1
4
HµνHµν +
κ
2
εµαβρλAµ (FαβFρλ + 3HαβHρλ)
)
.
The Chern-Simons term does not contribute to the energy-momentum tensor since the
energy-momentum tensor is given by the variation of the matter action with respect to the
metric. Hence, the energy-momentum tensor is the usual one obtained in electrodynamics
Tµν = −1
4
gµν (F
ρσFρσ +H
ρσHρσ) + g
ρσ (FµρFνσ +HµρHνσ) , (4.53)
with the trace
Tµµ = g
µνTµν = −1
4
(F ρσFρσ +H
ρσHρσ) . (4.54)
The trace of Einstein equations reads
0 = gµν (Rµν − 1
2
gµνR+ 6gµν − τ2Tµν) = −3
2
R+ 30 +
τ2
4
(F ρσFρσ +H
ρσHρσ) . (4.55)
Solving this equation for R and plug it into the Einstein equations yields to the equations
of motion for the background, in the so called trace reduced form,
Rµν = −4 gµν + τ2
(
−1
6
gµν
(
FαβF
αβ +HαβH
αβ
)
+ gαβ (FµαFνβ +HµαHνβ)
)
.
(4.56)
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The equations of motion of the gauge fields (which will be trivially fulfilled for the chosen
background) are given by eq. (4.3) and eq. (4.4). Due to the diffeomorphism freedom,
we can choose our coordinate system in a way that the black-hole horizon is located
at u = 1. The metric function U(u) can be viewed as a blackening factor and has to
vanish for this reason at the horizon, i.e. U(1) = 0. For numerical convenience we will
rescale the metric functions by use of the asymptotic expansions. The general ansatz is
restricted to asymptotically AdS, requiring
U(0) = 1, W (0) = 1, H(0) = 1. (4.57)
Furthermore, we want to fix the remaining diffeomorphisms, namely the shift freedom,
by imposing U ′(0) = 0. With this restrictions the asymptotic expansions are given by
U(u) = 1 + u4
[
u4 +O(u2)
]
+ u4 log(u)
[
B2τ2
3
+O(u2)
]
, (4.58)
W (u) = 1 + u4
[
−h4
2
+O(u2)
]
+ u4 log(u)
[
−B
2τ2
12
+O(u2)
]
, (4.59)
H(u) = 1 + u4
[
h4 +O(u2)
]
+ u4 log(u)
[
−B
2τ2
6
+O(u2)
]
. (4.60)
We can now introduce the rescaled functions U˜(u), W˜ (u), H˜(u) which will be used for all
numerical calculations. They are given by
U(u) = 1 + u4 [−1 + (1− u)U˜(u)] + B
2τ2
3
u4 log(u), (4.61)
W (u) = 1 + u4 W˜ (u)− B
2τ2
12
u4 log(u), (4.62)
H(u) = 1 + u4 H˜(u)− B
2τ2
6
u4 log(u). (4.63)
The magnetic field B and τ appear always as a product in the equations; hence, we can
fix 2τ2 = 1 without loss of generality. We want to investigate fluctuation on top of a back-
ground containing a magnetic field. Therefore, we consider the ansatz Vµ = Vy(x) = Bx
and Aµ = 0 for the gauge fields. With this ansatz at hand, we can solve the e.o.m. for
given magnetic field using a spectral method.
In figure 14 we show the background functions for different values of the magnetic field.
The homogenous solution (B = 0) is given by the Schwarzschild solution
(U(u) = 1− u4,W (u) ≡ 1 ≡ H(u)).
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After having solved the background, we can look at pertubations on top of it. The Chern-
Simons term contains, as already mentioned in the derivation of the energy-momentum
tensor, no term proportional to the metric or its determinant and is fully contracted.
Therefore, the metric fluctuations will decouple from the fluctuations of the gauge fields.
Since the gauge fields are five dimensional there are 5 possible sectors, whereby only the
(v)- and (z)-sectors of the gauge fields are coupled. In the k = 0 regime only (Av)− (Vz)
and (Vv)− (Az) are coupled. For the former the constraint equation reads
a˙′0(v, u) +
λu
H(u)W (u)2
v˙3(v, u) = 0. (4.64)
This relation can be, analogously to the non-backreacted case, easily integrated in time
leading to the relation
a′0(v, u) = −
λu
H(u)W (u)2
v3(v, u) + C1. (4.65)
We set the constant C1 to zero, as discussed in the non-backreacted case (see section
4.2). Relation (4.65) allows us to replace a0 in the v3-equation which is, after a Laplace
transformation, given by
α[v3,n] + sn β[v3,n] = 0, (4.66)
with
α = −λ2 u3H(u) + uH(u)U(u)W (u)4 d
2
du2
(4.67)
+
[
H(u)W (u)3
(
2uU(u)W ′(u)−W (u)(U(u)− uU ′(u))− uU(u)W (u)4H ′(u)] d
du
and
β =
[
H(u)W (u)3
(
W (u)− 2uW ′(u))]+ 2H(u)W (u)4 u d
du
. (4.68)
Eq. (4.66) will be solved in context of a GEVP. We observed that in strong magnetic
fields the QNMs, we are interested in, converge slowly or do not converge at all. To
ensure the convergence the spectral solution is improved via a mapping of the radial
coordinate u → u˜2. This mapping provides more gridpoints near the boundary located
at u˜ = 0 and moves the logarithms, present in the expansions (4.58)-(4.60) to higher
orders
un log(u) 7→ 2u2n log(u). (4.69)
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4.9 Landau resonances
Since we are now able to vary the Chern-Simons coupling κ and the magnetic field in-
dependent from each other, we can check whether the resonances are an anomaly driven
phenomenon or purely an effect of the magnetic field. Furthermore, the probe approxi-
mation restricted us to small values of the magnetic field, whereas we are interested in
the fate of the QNMs at high values of the magnetic field.
To check whether there is a qualitative difference in presence of the anomaly, we look
at the behaviour of the three lowest QNMs while increasing B with anomaly parameter
switched on (κ = 1) and without anomaly (κ = 0). The result is depicted in figure 15
and the difference in the behaviour is obvious. For κ = 1 (and in general for κ & 0.5)
the QNMs approach the real axis, whilst for κ = 0 they tend away from it. We ob-
serve an intermediate region 0 < κ . 0.5, as shown in the r.h.s. of figure 15 where
the absolute value of the imaginary part increases again once the magnetic field is large
enough. We notice that the bigger the value of κ, the faster the QNMs approach the
real axis. The results for higher QNMs are qualitatively similar to the results for the
lowest QNM. We conclude that in the case of vanishing κ there are no resonances in the
current, independent of the value of B since the QNMs do not approach the real axis.
In the region κ & 0.5, we observe the QNMs approaching monotonically the real axis up
to very small values (Im[ω]/(piT ) ∼ −10−3 for κ = 0.5). QNMs with vanishing real part
are not damped and therefore we should observe resonances in the current. For values
of κ & 0.5 the QNMs do not go down again in the regime of B˜ allowed by our numerics.
Furthermore we did not observe a mode crossing the real axis to the upper half plane,
which would have been an indicator for instabilities.
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Figure 15: Left: Imaginary versus real part of the three lowest QNMs at zero fre-
quency for κ = 0, B˜ = 0− 6.77 (green-yellow) and κ = 1, B˜ = 0− 6.77 (red-yellow).
Right: QNMs’ imaginary part versus magnetic field for κ ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.34, 0.5, 1}
(yellow-blue).
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Figure 16: Left: Real part of the lowest QNM against magnetic field for κ = 1 (red).
For B˜ > 2 data fits
√
B˜ (dashed, black). Right: Double logarithmic plot of Re[ω] of
the lowest QNM against B˜ for several values of κ ∈ {0.5, 0.67, 0.83, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3.5}
in the large magnetic field regime. Data (red) fits to
√
B˜ (dashed, black) in all
cases.
In order to characterise the behaviour of the QNMs at strong magnetic fields, we
found it useful to look closer at the real part of the lowest QNM in dependence of the
magnetic field. Therefore, we fitted the real part of the QNM for κ ∈ [0.1, 3] to a function
of the form
Re[ω]/(piT ) = a(B˜ −B0)c. (4.70)
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We find that in all cases the exponent in eq. (4.70) is given by c ≈ 0.5. The biggest
deviation is c = 0.499992 (with an fitting error of 10−6) for the lowest value of κ. The
bigger the value of κ, the better the data fits to a square root. In the l.h.s of figure 16, we
show the real part of the lowest QNM in the case κ = 1. We observe two regimes, namely
the low B˜ regime where the behaviour deviates from a square root and the regime where
it fits perfectly to a square root. In the r.h.s., we show the square root behaviour of the
real part for several values of κ. The real part of QNMs is proportional to the energy;
furthermore, the split-up of the energy levels of a relativistic particle in a magnetic field,
the so called Landau levels, is given by En ∼ sign(n)
√
B˜ |n|. Hence, the square root be-
haviour indicates that the resonances in the current are the consequence of the presence
of Landau levels in our set-up.
It is obvious in figure 15 that the real part in the case κ = 0 has no square root be-
haviour for any value of B˜. Furthermore, we did not observe any resonances in the
current in the case κ = 0. In addition, taking the behaviour of the imaginary part into
account, we can conclude that the resonances are indeed a footprint of the anomaly. Since
we considered the behaviour of the QNMs only up to a certain value of the magnetic
field, it could be possible that the modes tend again away from the axis. In this case,
the resonances would be restricted to a certain magnetic field regime.
We investigated the dependence of the real part of the QNMs on the magnetic field
and found a square root behaviour. But is there also an easy connection to the value of
the anomaly parameter κ?
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Figure 17: Fit of the data, obtained by fitting (4.70) to the real part for several κ.
In order to answer this question, we determined the slope of the square root a, defined
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in eq. (4.70), for different values of κ. The result is depicted in figure 17. For κ > 0.5
we fitted the data to a(κ) = s κx with the result is a ∼ κ0.510, where the fitting error of
the exponent is of magnitude 10−3. We therefore conclude that the behaviour of the real
part of the QNMs for strong enough magnetic fields follows Re[ω]/(piT ) ∼
√
κB˜.
This is an interesting result which can already be obtained in the probe limit. In figure
16 we investigated the dependence of the lowest QNM on κB˜. As a first observation, we
notice that the absolute value of the imaginary part decreases when increasing κB˜ and
the QNM is approaching the real axis. Therefore, we should be able to see resonances
for κB˜ & 1, as indicated in the inset in the r.h.s. of figure 18. This is precisely what
we found in figure 13, where we observed resonances for κB˜ & 1. The real part indeed
behaves, as shown in the r.h.s. of figure 18, as Re[ω]/(piT ) ∼
√
κB˜.
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Figure 18: Left: Imaginary versus real part of the lowest QNMs at zero frequency
in the probe approximation for κB˜ ∈ {0− 9}. Right: Real part of the QNM versus
κB˜ ∈ {0− 9}. Inset: Fit of a square root to the real part of the QNM.
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5 Conclusions
In this thesis, we examined non-equilibrium dynamics in strongly coupled field theories
by means of holography. Concretely, we considered an U(1)× U(1)-model, consisting of
two gauge fields in presence of an anomaly, induced by a Chern-Simons term. The two
external gauge fields provide parallel electromagnetic fields, namely a static magnetic
field and a time-dependent electric field. In presence of a chirality imbalance, the system
generates a current, parallel to the electromagnetic fields, which is known as the CME
current. Throughout the thesis, we computed the current in order to characterise the
response of the system to quenches of the electric field.
As a first step, we considered the system in the so called probe approximation, ne-
glecting the backreaction of the fields on the metric. This limits us to small values of
the energy-momentum tensor compared to the temperature of the black hole, implying
that we are restricted to sufficiently “small” values of the magnetic field and sufficiently
“slow” quenches. Nevertheless, we made progress in including backreaction to study the
full non-linear response. Within the probe approximation, we were able to reduce the
system to a single linear hyperbolic PDE. We integrated this PDE, by means of a fully
spectral code [64], in time direction.
Motivated by the work of [20], we focused on the early time response of the system
in the first part of the thesis. Concretely, we examined the dependence of the CME
current on different abruptnesses of the quench and how the anomaly affects the results.
We found that our system shows an universal scaling behaviour in the early-time re-
sponse. Throughout the investigation, we noticed that in case of bigger values of κB˜
faster quenches are needed in order to get to the universal regime. Furthermore, we did
a similar study, as the authors of [20]. Therefore, we defined an “excitation” time, as
the first time, where the response deviates 1% from the adiabatic response. Similar to
the authors of [20] we found an universal scaling behaviour. In addition, the response
is independent of κB˜ for sufficient fast quenches. Since we excite in some cases long
living oscillations in the current, a similar discussion for a relaxation time, defined as
the last time, where the response deviates 1% from the adiabatic response, is not useful.
Nevertheless, our results for the early response indicate, that the relaxation time gets
smaller, when increasing κB˜. This coincides with κB˜ being the coupling of the current
to the electric field.
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We noticed that the quench excites, for sufficiently large κB˜, long-living oscillations
in the current 13. We traced the frequencies of the oscillations back to the real part of
the corresponding QNMs and the damping to the imaginary part. Therefore, we conclude
that an almost undamped oscillation corresponds to a QNM with an almost vanishing
imaginary part. Furthermore, we were able to excite the resonances directly by a source,
oscillating with the real part of the corresponding QNM.
To point out whether these “resonances” are an effect of the magnetic field or the anomaly,
we computed the fate of the QNMs for strong magnetic fields, with and without anomaly.
The magnetic field B and the anomaly parameter κ always appear as a product in the
probe limit. Furthermore, the probe approximation is in the case of strong magnetic
fields not valid.
In the last part of the thesis, we included backreaction into the system and computed
the corresponding QNMs. The real part of the QNMs matches for κ > 0 perfectly to
Re[ω]/(piT ) ∼
√
B˜. Therefore, we traced back the resonances as presence from Landau
levels in our set-up. The absence of the resonances in the case κ = 0 implies, that there
are no dual fermionic degrees of freedom charged under the symmetries we took into
account.
The next step is to characterise the behaviour of the imaginary part of the QNMs. We
observe that for κ & 0.5 the QNMs approach the imaginary axis up to very small values.
The stronger the Chern-Simons coupling, the faster and closer the QNM approach the
real axis. In conclusion, for κ = 0.5 the lowest QNM, which determines the oscillation
behaviour of the current, has for all values of B a non vanishing imaginary part and
therefore we are not able to observe resonances in the current. One could speculate
whether the value κ = 0.5 is special in regards to the quantum critical point, present
at κ = 1/2 [66–68]. Furthermore, we examined the dependence of the real part on the
anomaly parameter κ. Concretely, we found that Re[ω]/(piT ) ∼
√
κB˜. This can be
already seen from the probe limit since κB˜ appears again as a product.
Although our discussion is motivated by Dirac/Weyl semimetals, we chose for our work
a simpler model. Nevertheless, in our opinion the simpler model captures the core prop-
erties, we wanted to explore. However, it would be interesting to perform an analogous
study in the holographic model, established in [69].
13Note that the resonances were also observed in recent lattice calculations [65].
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Furthermore, it would be interesting to include backreaction in the discussion of the
time-dependent phenomena. In the probe limit, we observed resonances in the current
for κB˜ & 1. The QNM analysis, including backreaction, reveals that resonances should
be visible for κ & 0.5. Nevertheless, for the κ = 1 curve, the mode becomes at B˜ ≈ 1
massless which matches the results obtained in the probe limit. Furthermore, our system
is linear, due to the probe approximation. Therefore, it would be interesting to know,
whether the full non-linear behaviour shows an universal behaviour too. We found that
the response is independent of κB˜ for fast enough quenches. In the full system it is pos-
sible to distinguish between magnetic and anomaly effects, and to examine the response
for fixed magnetic field and different values of the Chern-Simons coupling.
But not only the generalisation of out set-up including backreaction is interesting. As a
first step in order to study an (possible) universal behaviour in presence of an anomaly,
it would be interesting to include a Chern-Simons term to the system, discussed in [70].
In this paper the authors consider a Gaussian spatial anisotropy, propagating in radial
direction. For this Gaussian one could perform a similar study regarding the initial re-
sponse, as we did. An further possible extension would be an additional boundary source,
for example a time dependent electric field.
In our discussion of the QNMs with backreaction, we traced back the resonances to the
presence of Landau levels. But are the Landau levels populated? Are the fundamental
excitations populating the Landau levels, of fermionic or bosonic nature? Is it possible
with this knowledge to construct microscopic Fermi surfaces in context of AdS/CFT?
To answer questions in this direction, we have to switch on a finite density. Since it
is not clear, whether Dirac/Weyl semimetals are strongly coupled, it would be interest-
ing to look at our studies from a weak coupling perspective. Nevertheless, it is worth
mentioning that Landau level resonances were found experimentally in Dirac semimetals
[71, 72].
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A Equations of motions of the gauge fields
The Lagrangian (4.1) of our model reads
L = −1
4
FµνFµν − 1
4
HµνHµν +
κ
2
εµαβρλAµ (FαβFρλ + 3HαβHρλ) (A.1)
= (∂αAβ ∂ρAλ + ∂βAα ∂λAρ − ∂βAα ∂ρAλ − ∂αAβ ∂ρAλ)
(
κ
2
εµαβρλAµ − 1
4
gαρgβλ
)
+(∂αVβ ∂ρVλ+∂βVα ∂λVρ−∂βVα ∂ρVλ−∂αVβ ∂ρVλ)
(
3κ
2
εµαβρλAµ − g
αρgβλ
4
)
. (A.2)
Therefore, we obtain with Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ = ∇µAν −∇µAµ
∇η ∂L
∂(∇ηAγ) = −∇ηF
ηγ − εγσηρλFσηFρλ (A.3)
∂L
∂Aγ
=
κ
2
εγαβρλ(FαβFρλ + 3HαβHρλ) (A.4)
∇η ∂L
∂(∇ηVγ) = −∇ηH
ηγ − 3εγσηρλFσηHρλ (A.5)
∂L
∂Vγ
= 0, (A.6)
leading by setting (A.3)=(A.4) and (A.5)=(A.6) directly to the equation of motion.
B Holographic renormalisation
In order to compute the one-point-functions, we have to renormalise the model considered
in eq. (4.1). Therefore, we follow the procedure explained in section 3.5. In our case the
non-normalisable modes of the induced metric and the gauge fields behave asymptotically
as
γij ∼ e2r g(0)ij(x), Ai ∼ A(0)i(x), Vi ∼ V(0)i(x), (B.1)
and their radial derivatives as
γ˙ij ∼ 2γij , Ei = A˙i = O(e−r), Σi = V˙i = O(e−r), (B.2)
implying for the radial derivative ∂r and the dilatation operator δD defined in eq. (3.39)
∂r =
∫
d4x 2γij
δ
δγij
+O(e−r) ≡ δD +O(e−r). (B.3)
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At first, we derive the equation of motion for the gauge fields in Gaussian coordinates
ds2 = dr2 + e2r dx2,
√−g = e4r . (B.4)
Rewriting the first term
∇µFµj = ∂µFµj + ΓµµλF λj + ΓjµνFµν = ∂r(grrgijFri) + gjk∂iFik + 4grrgjkFrk (B.5)
= gij
(
∂rFri − 2Fri + 4Fri + ∂kFki
)
= gij
(
E˙i + 2Ei + ∂
kFki
)
, (B.6)
where we set Ar = 0, since we are working in the axial gauge. The same holds for ∇µHµj .
For the Chern-Simons part we get
εjαβρλFαβFρλ = 4ε
jrikl FriFkl = 4ε
jriklEiFkl (B.7)
and analogous for the Chern-Simons part in the e.o.m for H
εjαβρλFαβHρλ = 2ε
jrikl (FriHkl + FklHri) = 2ε
jrikl (EiHkl + ΣiFkl). (B.8)
Summarising the e.o.m. read
E˙j + 2Ej + ∂
kFkj +
6κ gjm√−g ε˜
mrikl (EiFkl + ΣiHkl) = 0, (B.9)
Σ˙j + 2Σj + ∂
kHkj +
6κ gjm√−g ε˜
mrikl (EiHkl + ΣiFkl) = 0. (B.10)
All terms without radial derivative have a well defined unique weight, whereas the radial
derivative has to be expanded. A not well defined weight will be denoted by α. Solving
eq. (B.9) to first order results in (since Ei(0) and Σi(0) are zero)
E˙i
∣∣∣
(1)
+ 2Ei(1) = δDEi(1) + 2Ei(1) = Ei(1)
!
= 0, (B.11)
analogous we get Σi(1) = 0. The equation for the on-shell action reads
λ˙+ 4λ = LOS = −1
2
γij EiEj
∣∣∣
(2+2α)
− 1
4
γikγjl FijFkl
∣∣∣
(4)
− 1
2
γij ΣiΣj
∣∣∣
(2+2α)
− 1
4
γikγjlHijHkl
∣∣∣
(4)
− 2κ ε˜
lijk
√−g Al (Ei Fjk + 3ΣiHjk)
∣∣∣
(4+α)
, (B.12)
where we implement the on-shellness of the Lagrangian using the asymptotic expansions.
Since Ei(0) = Ei(1) = Σi(0) = Σi(1) = 0 we conclude α ≥ 2. To first non-trivial order we
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have
λ˙
∣∣∣
(2)
+ 4λ(2) = δDλ
∣∣∣
(2)
+ 4λ(2) = 2λ(2)
!
= 0. (B.13)
The next non-vanishing order is given by
λ˙
∣∣∣
(4)
+ 4λ(2) = δDλ
∣∣∣
(4)
+ 4λ(4) + δ(2)λ(2)− = 2λ˜(4) != −
1
4
F ijFij +
1
4
H ijHij (B.14)
⇔ λ˜(4) =
1
8
F ijFij +
1
8
H ijHij ⇒ λdiv =
(
1
8
F ijFij +
1
8
H ijHij
)
log(r−2).
(B.15)
Therefore, the counter-term in the u-patch reads
Sct = −1
4
∫
d4x
√
γ
(
F ijFij +H
ijHij
)
log(u). (B.16)
C One-point-functions
We consider the Lagrangian (where latin letters run in this section from 0-4)
L = √−g
(
−1
4
FmnFmn − 1
4
HmnH
mn +
κ
2
εabcdeAa (FbcFde + 3HbcHde)
)
. (C.1)
We now expand the terms in the Lagrangian to first order. We obtain for the first term
FmnFmn =
√−g gmagnb FabFmn
=
√−g gmagnb (∂a(Ab + ab) ∂m(An + an)− ∂a(Ab + ab) ∂n(Am + am)
− ∂b(Aa + aa) ∂m(An + an) + ∂b(Aa + aa) ∂m(An + an)
)
=
√−g
(
F˜mnF˜
mn + gmagnb (∂aab ∂mAn + ∂aAb ∂man + . . .)
)
=
√−g
(
F˜mnF˜
mn + 2 fmnF˜mn +O(a2)
)
=
√−g
(
F˜mnF˜
mn + 4 ∂man F˜
mn +O(a2)
)
=
√−g
(
F˜mnF˜
mn + 4∇m
(
an F˜
mn
)
− 4 an∇mF˜mn +O(a2)
)
. (C.2)
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The first part of the third term leads to (using ε˜ = ε(
√−g))
κ
2
ε˜abcdeA˜aFbcFde =
κ
2
ε˜abcdeA˜a (∂bA˜c ∂dA˜e − ∂bA˜c ∂eA˜d − ∂cA˜b ∂dA˜e + ∂cA˜b ∂eA˜d)
= 2κ ε˜abcdeA˜a ∂bA˜c ∂dA˜e
= 2κ ε˜abcde (Aa (∂bAc ∂dae + ∂bac ∂dAe) + aa ∂bAc ∂dAe) +O(a2)
= 2κ ε˜abcde (2Aa ∂bAc ∂dae + aa ∂bAc ∂dAe) +O(a2)
= 2κ ε˜abcde (2∇d(Aa ∂bAc ae)− 2 ae∇d(Aa ∂bAc) + aa ∂bAc ∂dAe) +O(a2)
= 2κ ε˜abcde (2∇d(Aa ∂bAc ae)− 2 ae ∂dAa ∂bAc + aa ∂bAc ∂dAe) +O(a2)
= 6κ ε˜abcdeaa ∂bAc ∂dAe + 4κ ε˜
abcde∇d(Aa ∂bAc ae) +O(a2)
=
3
2
κ ε˜abcdeaa F˜bcF˜de + 2κ ε˜
abcde∇b(Aa F˜cd ae) +O(a2). (C.3)
The second part gives rise to
3κ
2
ε˜abcdeA˜aHbcHde =
3κ
2
ε˜abcdeA˜a (∂bV˜c ∂dV˜e − ∂bV˜c ∂eV˜d − ∂cV˜b ∂dV˜e + ∂cV˜b ∂eV˜d)
= 6κ ε˜abcdeA˜a ∂bV˜c ∂dV˜e
= 6κ ε˜abcde
(
aa ∂bV˜c ∂dV˜e + 2Aa ∂bvc ∂dV˜e
)
=
3κ
2
ε˜abcde aa H˜bcH˜de + 6κ ε˜
abcdeAa∂bvc H˜de
=
3κ
2
ε˜abcde aa H˜bcH˜de + 6κ ε˜
abcde
(
∂b (Aavc H˜de)− vc ∂b(A˜aH˜de)
)
=
3κ
2
ε˜abcde(aa H˜bcH˜de + vc F˜abH˜de)
+ 6κ ε˜abcde
(
∂b (Aavc H˜de)− vc A˜a∂bH˜de
)
=
3κ
2
ε˜abcde (aa H˜bcH˜de + va F˜bcH˜de) + 6κ ε˜
abcde ∂b (Aavc H˜de). (C.4)
Therefore, we can write the Lagrangian, expanded to first order as
L(1) = √−g
(
− 1
4
F˜mnF˜
mn − 1
4
H˜mnH˜
mn − ∇m
(
an F˜
mn + hn H˜
mn
)
+ aa∇bF˜ ba
+
3
2
κ εabcdeaa (F˜bcF˜de + H˜bcH˜de) + va∇bH˜ba + 3κ
2
εabcde va F˜bcH˜de
+ 6κ εabcde∇b (Aavc H˜de) + 2κ εabcde∇b(Aa Fdc ae)
)
. (C.5)
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We now put the Lagrangian on-shell and obtain, using the EOMs and the fact that the
Christoffel symbols are symmetric while the Levi Civita tensor is antisymmetric
L(1) = √−g
(
−∇m
(
an F˜
mn + vn H˜
mn
)
+ 2κ εabcde∇b
(
AaF˜cd ae + 3Aavc H˜de
))
= −∇m
[√−g (an F˜mn + vn H˜mn)]+ 2κ ε˜abcde∇b (AaF˜cd ae + 3Aavc H˜de) .
(C.6)
Integrating the full divergence gives rise to boundary terms
S(1) = −
∫
ddx
√−γ nm
(
an F˜
mn + vn H˜
mn
)
+ 2κ ε˜abcde
∫
ddxnb
√−γ√−g
(
AaF˜cd ae+3Aavc H˜de
)
, (C.7)
where n is the outward pointing unit vector which reads
nmdx
m = nudu. (C.8)
Due to the normalisation nmnm = 1, we obtain
gmnnmnn = g
uununu = f(u)u
2(nu)
2 = 1 ⇒ nu = − 1
u
√
f(u)
. (C.9)
The determinant of the induced metric on the u = ε plane is given by
√−γ =
√
f(ε)
ε4
and√−g = 1
ε5
and therefore
√−γ√−gnu = −1. The action now reads
S(1) =
1
ε5
∫
ddx guagnb
(
an F˜ab + vn H˜ab
)
− 2κ ε˜aunde
∫
ddx
(
AaF˜nd ae + 3Aavn H˜de
)
(C.10)
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With this at hand and the ansatz V = Bx dy + Vz(v, u) dz, we are able to compute one
point functions
δS(1)
δvz
=
1
ε5
(guugzz (∂uVz − ∂zVu) + guvgzz (∂vVz − ∂zVv))− 12κ ε˜auzdeAa ∂dVe
=
1
ε5
(guugzz ∂uVz + g
uvgzz ∂vVz)− 12κ ε˜auzdeAa ∂dVe
=
1
ε5
(ε4 f(ε) ∂uVz − ε4 ∂vVz)− 12κ ε˜vuzxyAv ∂xVy
=
1
ε
(V˙(0) + 2εV(2) + ε log(ε) V¨(0) +
1
2
ε V¨(0) − V˙(0) − εV¨(0))− 12BκAv,(0)
= 2V(2) + log(ε) V¨(0) −
1
2
V¨(0) − 12BκAv,(0). (C.11)
After adding the counter-terms, the one-point function reads
〈Jz〉 = δS
(1)
ren
δvz
= 2V(2) − 12BκAv,(0). (C.12)
We now derive the Ward identities. The vector Ward identity reads
∂i
δS(1)
δvi
= ∂i
(√−g H˜ui)− 3κ ε˜auideF˜ia H˜de
= −√−g
(
1√−g ∂i
(√−g H˜ iu)+ 3κ εuaideF˜ai H˜de)
= 0, (C.13)
since the equation corresponds to the u component of the EOMs. Furthermore we obtain
for the axial Ward identity
∂i
δS(1)
δai
= ∂i
(√−g F˜ ui)− κ ε˜aundiF˜iaF˜nd
= −√−g
(
1√−g ∂i
(√−g F˜ iu)+ κ εuiandF˜iaF˜nd)
= −√−g
(
∇iF˜ iu + κ εuiandF˜iaF˜nd
)
= −1
2
√−g
(
−3κ εuiand(F˜iaF˜nd + H˜iaH˜dn) + 2κ εuiandF˜iaF˜nd
)
=
1
2
κ ε˜uiand(F˜iaF˜nd + 3H˜iaH˜dn). (C.14)
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D Numerical methods
Within this thesis, we solve the arising equations by means of pseudo-spectral methods.
Let u(x) be the solution to the differential equation [73–75]
Lxu(x) = f(x), (D.1)
where Lx is a differential operator, f(x) a known function and the coordinate x is bounded
by x ∈ [xa, xb]. Let φj(x) a set of globally defined, orthogonal basis functions. We can
expand the unknown solution function u in this basis u(x) =
∑∞
j=0 cjφj(x). Theoreti-
cally, we can plug this ansatz in the differential equation and solve for the coefficients.
In praxis, we have to make an approximation in order to obtain a problem, which we
can tackle numerically. The spectral approximation is to truncate the series at a cer-
tain finite value N . Furthermore, we discretise the coordinate [xa, xb] interval in N + 1
non-equidistant gridpoints. Since the derivatives of the basis functions are known, we
can rearrange the sum so that a derivative of the function acts only on the expansion
coefficients u′(x) =
∑∞
j=0 c˜jφj(x). Plugging the expansion in the differential equation
and evaluate the corresponding equation at the gridpoints yields to an algebraic equa-
tion system, with unknown coefficients. In the context of pseudo-spectral methods, we
do not solve for the coefficients, but convert the expansion into a weighted sum over grid
points and solve directly for the field values. Throughout this thesis, we use Chebyshev
polynomials as basis functions and a Gauss-Lobatto grid in the spatial direction. Since a
fully spectral code is not the usual procedure to integrate in time, we give a brief recipe
of the method.
Fully Pseudo-spectral time evolution
To evolve a 1+1 dimensional system from an initial time vinital to a final time vfinal with a
fully spectral code we have to introduce spectral coordinates in time and space direction.
To do so we change coordinates to map the physical domain onto a unit square and
expand the function in terms of a truncated series of Chebyshev polynomials. To solve
our concrete problem we use the following recipe [64, 76, 77].
1. Solve the static equation to determine the initial data Vz(v0, u) = Vz,in(u)
2. Decompose the time interval in appropriate time domains
(vinital, vfinal] = (vinital, v1] ∪ (v1, v2] ∪ . . . ∪ (vk, vfinal]
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3. Given initial data Vz,in(u) at v = vin, introduce an auxiliary field W (v, u)
Vz(v, u) = Vz,in(u) + (v − vin)W (v, u) (D.2)
4. introduce a Chebyshev-Lobatto grid in u-direction (u ∈ [0, 1]) and a right-hand
side Chebyshev-Radau grid (at some generic time interval v ∈ [va, vb])
uj =
1
2
(
1 + cos
pij
Nz
)
, vk =
1
2
(va − vb) + (va − vb) cos 2pii
2Nv + 1
, (D.3)
where j = 0, . . . , Nu, and i = 0, . . . , Nv.
5. Replace the derivatives by their discrete version: ∂z → DLobattoz and ∂v → DRadauv
and impose the discrete version of the equation of motion on every grid point of
the unit square
6. Solve the resulting linear system
7. Use the numerical solution Vz(v1, v) as new initial value for the next time domain
to proceed iteratively in time until vfinal
Note that we can adjust the size of each time sub domain individually according to the
quench profile.
E Convergence and numerical accuracy
E.1 Time evolution
In figure 19 we depicted the auxiliary field during the time evolution for a Gaussian
quench. We chose the quench parameter so that we excite with the quench an oscillation.
The impact of quench propagates from u = 0 to u = 1. But unlike near the boundary
the field near the horizon is damped to zero. This matches exactly our expectation, since
we chose ingoing boundary condition and the field content is absorbed by the black hole.
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Figure 19: Gaussian quench with center at v0=5piT .
In figure 20 we depicted the field Vz. The field contains the source, which determines
is asymptotic behaviour. We notice again, that the field is damped in direction of the
horizon.
Figure 20: Gaussian quench with center at v0=5piT .
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Since a fully spectral code is not the usual procedure to integrate in time direction, we
show in figure the composition of the current with respect to the time intervals. Thereby
each color represents one timestep. The dots of the same color within on time step
represent the grid in time direction. In figure 21 we present the Chebyshev coefficients
throughout the time evolution. It is apparent that near the quench the convergence is
the worst. At this point we present the coefficients in time and the spatial direction. Fur-
thermore, we checked our numerics using implicit (Crank-Nicolson) and explicit (4/5th
order Runge-Kutta, 5th Adams–Bashforth) time propagators.
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Figure 21: Left: Chebyshev coefficients in radial direction. Right: Chebyshev coef-
ficients in the time direction.
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Figure 22: Chebyshev coefficients of the background solutions for B = 9.
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Figure 23: Convergency test of the background solutions for B = 9.
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E.2 Quasi-normal modes with backreaction
We now present the convergence plots for the QNMs in the backreacted case. In figure 22
we show the convergence in the numerical worst case background functions. Concretely,
we considered a magnetic field of magnitude B = 9. The coefficients of the background
solutions drop down to 10−14 in the worst case. The supremums-norm, which is the
maximal deviation from the considered solution to a reference solution (Nu = 150) is
depicted in figure 23 and reveals that for Nu = 150 the maximal deviation is 10−14.
Furthermore, we investigated the convergence for the pertubations. In figure 24, we
show the convergence in the numerical worst case for the lowest QNM. The QNMs vary
for Nu ≥ 80 less than machine precision. The differential equation for the pertubations
is in the case Nu = 200 gridpoints fulfilled up to 10−26.
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Figure 24: Eigenfunction of the lowest QNM in the case B = 9, and their coefficients
and convergence.
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